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ABSTRACT
The Effects of Organic Counselor Development
on Graduate Students in Counseling

and School Psychology

December 1975

Arthur Peter Ciaramicoli, Jr., B.A., M.S.,
Southern Connecticut State College
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by

:

John Wideman

The aim of this dissertation was to determine how stu-

dents could most adequately be trained to become effective

counselors
An examination of the research in the field of counseling and psychotherapy reveals that successful counselors are

genuine or congruent individuals
ically understand their clients.

,

who respect and empathIt was then the intent of

that
this study to develop a mode of counselor-education

within
would enhance the growth of these personal qualities

students

many

indicates that
There is evidence in the literature that
to
counselor-education programs have been reluctant

foundation of training.
consider these qualities as the basic
methodologies designed
Despite this trend, there are noted
and other therapeutic
to develop the qualities mentioned

conditions in the trainee.
v

,

The ideology of these systems is commendable, for they

have shifted the emphasis in counselor education from theory
and patient psychodynamics to the development of the

research verified qualities of accurate empathy, positive regard, and authenticity.

However

,

these methods center on teaching students

to duplicate response modes of experts displaying empathic

respectful behavior.

This external learning procedure

most often results in contrived behavior.

The authors of

these designs have underestimated the process by which

persons realize their potential to feel, and express the
’'humanness” within them.

They have reduced a very complex

procedure into an unrealistically simplistic one.

The

major focus of these methodologies is on technique, rather
than on the person engaged in training.

The method of training detailed in this thesis focuses
on the organic development of the student.

The word

are
organic is used to connote that counseling modalities

thus the cultian organic part of the counselor's person;
the cultivavation of effectiveness in counseling requires

tion of the whole organism.
first explore their
The organic mode allows students to
aspects of various
personal makeup and then assimilate

that are
established counseling orientations

with their own manner of relating.

harmony

The trainee is then

system.
the author of his/her counseling

vi

m

Organic development was implemented with seventeen

graduate students enrolled

m

a

counseling techniques

course at Southern Connecticut State College.

This course

consisted of fifteen two-hour meetings during the Fall
semester of 1974.
The method chosen to measure student learning and the

effects of organic development was self-report.

The general

component to be measured in the study was self-awareness,
or the student’s inner experience of the training situation.
It was then necessary to employ an internal

frame of refer-

ence, in order to allow investigators to understand stu-

dent's thoughts, feelings, and behaviors from their own

point of view.
The objective of these measurements was to attain a
clear reading on whether or not organic training fostered
the development of the personal qualities necessary for

effective counseling.

The main instrument used was a survey

constructed from issues that arose organically within the
duration of the course.

These issues were presented to

experience,
students at the conclusion of the fifteen week

questions
and they responded in their own vernacular to
Additional organic self-report
they themselves engendered.
evaulation
measurements were utilized along with a teacher

rating scale.

vii

The results of the study do not render

a

measure of

proof in terms of training outcome, however the data collected does indicate that students' did come to value
genuineness, respect, empathic understanding and humanness
in the counseling relationship.

It appears that the qualities

in question can be cultivated through organic training that

embodies respect for the learner, and provides opportunities
for students to explore themselves in a natural manner.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to address the problem
of how we, as counselor educators, can maximally train stu-

dents to become effective counselors.

In this introduction

we will examine what qualities constitute effective counseling,

how one develops these capacities, and what in particular
helps the counselor to develop these capacities.

The latter

comment is specifically referring to what might occur in a

counselor training course or program.

This introductory

chapter will hopefully prepare the reader for the examination
of a mode of counselor education that

I

have developed, which

is the purpose and main body of this dissertation.

Effective Counseling
Since we are endeavoring to train counselors to become

most helpful, we must first consider the qualities "highfunctioning" counselors possess.

Carl Rogers (1957) has

described the "necessary" conditions for therapeutic change,
client
as the therapist's ability to communicate to his

regard"
"empathic understanding" and "unconditional positive

while being, himself, "congruent or genuine" as

a person.

associates
Charles Truax, Robert Carkhuff (1967) and their
what qualifies
have done extensive research to determine

possess and their
effective counselors and psychotherapists

unequivocally.
findings support Rogers' statement

.
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Ruth Matorazzo (1971:900) cites the research
findings
of Barrett-Lennard (1962)
Feifel and Eells (1963) Kamin
and Coughlan (1963), Gardner (1964), Strupp, Wallach,
,

,

and

Wagan (1964)
that

,

Lorr (1965)

,

and Rice (1965) to reinforce the

patients are unimpressed with technique, but

valued the warmth, helpfulness, and human characteristics of
the therapist”.

The findings also indicated that "therapist

warmth and accurate empathy have been related to such research-

based variables as depth of patient exploration and patient
outcomes”

Effective counseling can therefore be defined as the
counselor’s ability to deeply and empathically understand the
client in a respectful manner, while remaining genuine as

opposed to behaving according to a prescribed role.

When the

counselor possesses these qualities, they help her/him become
effective for they seem to enable clients to explore and understand themselves to a greater degree than previously attained.

Clients also appear more proficient at differentiating their
self-awareness, global anxieties and guilts, which ultimately
aids them in making more reasonable decisions.

Effective Counselor Education
If,

then, the personal qualities that are necessary

i.or

nonpossessive warmth
effective counseling are accurate empathy,
we need to
authenticity, and the humanness of the therapist,
and how they can
carefully examine how these qualities grow,

3

be cultivated.

There are training methodologies that have

attempted to develop these and other therapeutic conditions
The ideology of these systems deserves merit

,

for they

have shifted the emphasis in counselor education from theory
and patient psycho dynamics to the actual experiencing by
the student trainee.

The research available on the training

of counselors has strongly indicated the need for this change
in focus.

A critique of these training strategies will be

given in Chapter IV.

In general, I can now say that although

these methods remove much of the dogma and rigidity associ-

ated with outmoded programs, they, subtly and unintentionally,
I

am certain, give utmost priority to the learning of pre-

judged therapeutic behavior.
feel a gross error is made.

It is at this point that

I

To fully understand another

human being is not a simple process nor will it ever be.
These methodologies reduce this intricate procedure to
degree of simplicity.

a

The erroneous assumption is that the

trainers seem to believe that if students exhibit the learned

therapeutic behavior they have then effectively incorporated
the foregoing process that produced the behavior.

The aware-

also
ness of what is happening inside the counselor and

inside the client is missing.

The foundation of these train-

on the mechanical.
ing systems is technique, and the focus is
and authenticity emerge
I do not feel that empathy, warmth

under these circumstances.

4

My approach to training counselors is the organic
development of the student. The word organic is defined
by
James Chaplin (1969:337) in his "Dictionary of Psychology"
as that which is "vital or biological in its properties

opposed to mechanical".

as

,

One of the purposes for using the

word organic in this dissertation is to connote that counseling modalities are an organic part of the counselor's person;
thus the cultivation of effectiveness in counseling requires

the cultivation of the whole organism.

I

use organic to

refer, in an existential sense, to the unique essense of

each person.

Organic development is primarily concerned with

uniqueness, for it deals with discovering and exploring the
Each trainee's entire

intrinsic nature of each student.

makeup is of utmost importance.

Facilitators help group

members to become explicitly aware of their idiosyncratic

manner of relating, not placing major emphasis on the learning
of techniques but rather encouraging students to develop their

own personal theory of counseling.

The student then, is the

author, the originator of her/his counseling system.

Organic development begins with the premise that students

must realize the assumptions about people they are presently
examine the
bringing to each situation and, furthermore must
they base
effectiveness or lack of effectiveness of actions
on these assumptions.

purposes:
(2)

(1)

This methodology then has three

mam

each student;
to explore the unique essence of

disadvantages of each person
to examine the advantages and

5

exclusive style in interpersonal relationships;
and,

(3)

to integrate those aspects of various established
counseling

orientations that lend clarity and depth to each student's
own personal system.

Many counselor educators have advocated that psychotherapists undergo therapy themselves.

I

feel it is neces-

sary that trainees learn about themselves, their biases,

conditioning, and overall makeup.

It is fundamental that

they achieve a degree of clarity inside themselves before
they can truly see the client before them.

The therapist

who has learned to use specific therapeutic response modes
has not experienced this inward revelation.

He has, instead,

acquired surface skills that may evoke responses that do not
coincide with his program.

The therapist who has been en-

couraged to explore his own nature is more likely to emerge

with a unique flowing system that will enable him to encounter
a client from the depths of his own being.

His counseling

style is derived from the core of his innards for he is then

truly emerging

from,

within instead of implementing an external

process, and as such, he is better prepared to assimilate

aspects of the style and theories of other counselors, without denying his own essence.

Organic development places

foremost emphasis on the person instead of the routine.

6

The Organic Counselor E ducator

Organic education requires of the educator the same
qualities that are required of the effective counselor,

namely empathic understanding, positive regard, and genuineness.

It seems reasonable to assume that instructors

who possess these qualities will enable their students to

experience similar benefits as those engendered by the effective counselor in her/his clients.

The educator and the

counselor both need to respect and attempt to understand
the student or client, while also being authentic in the

methodology they employ.

This dissertation will examine

one mode of organic counselor education, which is the

authentic product of my own organic experience.

The most

accurate and precise account then, of this teaching design,

would be the organic historical account.

I

am not going

to pretend that this training system emerged through cogni-

tion only, for it is an outgrowth of the range of my human

experiences.
that

I

This being the case,

I

feel it is imperative

give readers a more comprehensive sense of who

I

am.

delineate
Therefore the remainder of this dissertation will
transpired.
the origins of the modality as it actually

We

which will conwill begin this process in the next chapter,
sist of comments on my own learning.

my attempt to
The nucleus of this thesis centers on
graduate students
implement organic development with seventeen
course at Southern
enrolled in a counseling techniques

7

Connecticut State College in the Fall of 1974.

A pilot

study was also conducted at the same institution and
will
be explored in Chapter III.

The structure of the pilot

study was not derived from the literature, but was based
on my own intuitions regarding the growth of counselors.
I

then consulted the literature and integrated the results

of the pilot study with the pertinent findings revealed in

the available research on the teaching of counseling.

The

examination and critique of the literature will then follow
the pilot study.
as possible,

I

am attempting to convey, as accurately

the organic process

I

underwent in developing

this teaching method, making precision and not whim the

reason for the ordering of these chapters as described.
The fifth chapter will describe in detail the methodol-

ogy and implementation of the main study.

The training

procedure will be thoroughly examined and the instruments
used to measure learning will be described and evaluated.
The main instrument was a survey developed from issues

raised in journals and in class, serving as an educative
device for students and for the researcher.

Other instru-

ments will be included with this survey along with

a

standard

teacher evaluation measurement.
summary
The last chapter will be a discussion and

chapter in which

I

will relate the general findings of the

I will
extensions.
study and its possible limitations and
of this method in
also speculate on the possible direction
implications for further research
counselor education and discuss

8

CHAPTER

III

COMMENTS ON MY OWN LEARNING

Introduction

Viewing the development and learning of the counselor
%
educator as an organic process, it is necessary to see how
the modality I describe in Chapter V actually evolved from

my life experiences.
that the course

I

An inaccurate assumption would be

teach is a logical deduction from the

findings present in the literature for, in reality, it is
an outgrowth of the sum total of my experiential process.

In order for me to be as accurate as possible in the

description of my learning,

I

must speak directly of my

experiences in a style that is truly mine.

Perhaps the

reader might expect me to communicate in the third personthe author-for this is the standard procedure.

However, to

convey my personal convictions in impersonal language is
simply a distortion of the truth.

The most exact manner

of reporting my beliefs to you is to use the first person,
"I",

When wanting to tell you what

precise to say "I think...".

makes it no more objective.

I

think, it is more

To say "the author thinks..."
It would be pretentious and,

use the third perin a sense, intellectually dishonest to
for pretense in the
son in this instance. There is no room

work of the counselor or the educator.
acquire a true
It is essential that you, the reader,
There is no possible
sense of how I personally evolved.

.

9

way to separate me-my personality-from my theory of teaching and counseling.

In this chapter,

I

attempt to describe

the significant happenings that have occurred in my own

learning process.
class

I

instruct and

I

bring all the days of my life to each
I

believe the remarks that follow will

bring additional meaning to the chapters ahead.
My Days Are Me
see my whole life.

I

see

John Locke holding my blank slate as the days go by.

I

live,

I

and as

think of my learning and

I

I

My cumulative

learn from this living, he records.

Much has

record is before me and my slate is barely empty.
been erased as new discoveries refute old ones.
constant revision.

I

am very fussy and seldom feel sure

enough to let John write.
15
I

,

There is

My slate was filled when

I

was

then barely empty at 22 and now has but a few lines

know all the erasures but have little idea as to what

I

might put in their place.
I

have learned from my teachers and from the days
Teachers are those whose words

have lived.
to,

integrated, thrown out or kept in.

I

1

have listened

From Sigmund Freud

touched, they have all been
to Krishnamurti to people I have

my teachers

.

from paying
My learning has come from them and

attention to my own life.

My intellect, howeve^

,

is a_ times

others who feel we come
akin to Carl Jung, Zen monks and
1 do not
through the womb with some possessions.
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anything before birth is inside me,

I

only think on it.

do not disbelieve, I simply do not know about anything

I

before my birth.

am uncertain that

I

I

world with anything but that blank slate

came into this
,

but

do know

I

that it has been written on so often that the texture has
*

grown thin.

It is the filling and emptying of this slate

that I feel, and of which
I

know and only this
I

Only this

can talk on.

I

reflect on my life and my learning, and

forgettable situations
self.

am keenly aware.

I

I

;

I

see un-

see people and my impressionable

I

hear the words of others, saying what

if they were I.

I

I

feel as

delight when these words sweep through

me, capturing my essence and lifting the burden of expression.

Thank you all for helping me communicate.

your feeling Carl (Rogers)

,

I

share

and as the layers are stripped

away we do find the whole human race.

I

very often identify

with others expressing their innermost self.

I

feel as

though they are talking for me.
For these reasons

I

will react to quotations that reflect

me, with
my feelings, that communicate what has been inside
to express.
a clarity that my own words are unable

themPeople tend to behave the way they view
psycholof
field
the
You’ll know one half
selves.
If you look at yourself as
ogy if you know this.
nothing you act like nothing.

Connecticut State
Bill Glasser -Work shop at Southern
College, 1974.
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I

heard Glasser speak these words and

I

felt he had

summed up much of my educational experiences.

was cate-

I

gorized very early in my educational career, and
edly viewed myself as

was viewed.

I

terms of my teachers perceptions
was.

I

I

looked at myself in

became what they said

I

;

The church pastor told my parents while

parochial grammar school, that

I

undoubt-

I

I

attended

was unattentive, withdrawn

He said my responses were odd.

and not responsive.

I

was

informed in the eighth grade, after taking a high school

placement exam, that

I

was not intelligent enough to enter

college curriculum.

I

decided to attend a public high

school because the parochial high school did not have a

football team.

I

God for violence.

was told by a nun that

When

I

I

was giving up

entered high school,

in fact, very withdrawn in the classroom and

called on.

Doubting my ability,

a great deal.

X

I

I

did feel,

feared being

found myself daydreaming

I

had little interest in classroom activities

and couldn't wait for school to end.
for leaving parochial school, but

I

At times

1

felt guilty

loved playing football

in
and yet 1 initially felt devilish about participating

this sport.

I

the feeling that
My experiences in high school confirmed
I had much confiacademic terms, intelligent.

was not, in

valuable player"-but by
dence in my athletic ability-"most
that I was not keen -minded.
this time I had accepted the fact
told me, "my best bet was
The high school guidance counselor

12

to go into the service".

I

was accepted and given a full

football scholarship to a college in Colorado and he advised

me not to go, for

I

probably would flunk out, disgracing

myself and my family.

could go on endlessly describing

I

various incidents that contribute to the formation of my
ego.

I felt as

though

were two different people.

I

I

felt

weak, ashamed and fearful inside of school, and important,

recognized and proficient outside of school.
decided that

I

I

eventually

simply did not belong inside those walls.

"All we are is the result of what we have thought."

Buddhist text, The Damnapada

.

My thoughts reflected accurately the image that significant others had of me.
a poor student.

I

was told

I

was a good athlete and

My guidance counselor told me that, "athletes

them
go nowhere, you need grades and you don't have

internalized this view and
me.

I,

I

was convinced this was the leal

my
consequently, spent most of my time improving

athletic abilities and
school.

I

.

I

had stopped making any effort in

My thoughts about myself became me.
you who are

What is important is that those of upon t^em
dealing with children should not impose ideas and
particular
your oL fallacies, your own
about
Older people talk a great deal
Lnpripnces
no
have
all these inessential things that
to the chil
communicate
they
in life- so gradually
t rtxon 8
d?entheir°o^ anxieties. fears andsupers
repeat what they na
and the children naturally
heard.
,

J.

Krishnamurti.

You Are the World.

13

There was a very direct conditioning process
occurring
in my education.

I

was not trusted to experience but was

told what the experience consisted of, what value it
would

have and what effect it would have on my life.

I

resent

not being allowed to see for myself, to be involved with
innocence without being influenced by others prior perceptions.

To an extent, my teachers'

their joys my joys.

fears became my fears,

In order to see what actually is,

have to be keenly aware of this prior indoctrination.

I

The

fear of status, prestige, of being someone was so strong it

seemed to dictate the behavior of masses.

Education was

indoctrination into the hierarchy of society.
fit, I tried and

now that

I

I

I

failed to meet the criterion.

did not
I

know

was conditioned to fear that which they too were

conditioned to fear.

My teachers were college graduates

at a time when this achievement alone was misconstrued as

success in and of itself.

Who were they?

and

Who am I?

can we ever unravel this coating?
We are acting parts in a play that we have
never read and never seen, whose plot we don t
know, whose existence we can glimpse, but whose
beginning and end are beyond our present imagination and conception.
R.D. Laing.
I
I

with

did not believe in this statement but

I

I

do.

conditionhave become increasingly aware of the subtle

ing to which
I

The Politics of the Family

I

have been subjected.

As my awareness deepens

uncover more and this process is on-going.

At times I

14

thought that my mother and father have been combined
inside me as each of their parents has been combined
inside
them.

Laing has stated that unless one can see the family

in oneself, one can see neither oneself nor any family
I

agree,

I

can not see me until

from father and mother.

1

separate myself

Maslow has labeled the ejection

of internalized parents as one step in the process of self

actualization.

remember thinking that because "my mind

I

is like my father's I would become like him".

told that

I

had to have a "mind of my own"

to empty my mind and discover me.

awareness or self-growth.

recognizing what
want it.

I

Now

was later
am trying

I

Some call this process

think of it as an unraveling,

have taken in and whether or not

I

still

Dreams, memories, photos and living with sensitivity

They are, however, only pieces, only

all reveal pieces.

glimpses.

I

.

I

In acceptance of this fact

I

feel a real sadness.

Teh is the ability of anything to follow
There is no greater evil than
its own nature.
desiring to change others. There is no greater
misfortune than desiring to change oneself.

Archie Bahm.

The Heart of Confucius

This statement addresses what

education.

I

.

call the cycle of my

The persons who were not allowed to discover

should be,
their own nature, who were molded into what they

imposition by
became teachers and continued this chain of

molding their students.

As

I

became socialized,

I

learned

get rewards.
by imitating certain behaviors in order to

was reinforced when

I

I

elicited the correct response; after

15

repeated performances
The irony is that

I

accepted this behavior as mine.

do not really believe my early instruc-

I

tors felt they were imposing their life style on me
and

know

I

I

was unaware of the obvious consequences of their

actions.

This conditioning is frightening, for neither
*

party is aware of the process; neither is in control but is
rather controlled by a chain of established patterns.

I

feel the rewards given are the key to this acceptance.

had to have my needs met.

I

I

needed to be loved and cared

for by those awesome figures, so by ostensibly being what

they wanted me to be

I

could be accepted.

I

example as my teacher learned from example.

learned from
We evolved from

the outside relying on what is external to guide us.

When man's awareness of experience is fully
operating his behavior is to be trusted.
On Becoming A Person

Carl Rogers.
I

know when

inside me

I

I

.

am not conscious of the forces operating

am less trustful of my behavior.

do not have

I

feel at ease with

do not know where I am going.

I

feel pushed and

am unaware of who's doing the pushing.

I

feel disowned,

any control over my own direction, nor do

myself.
I

I

separate.

1

This feeling was with me throughout much of my

formal education.

As I reflect I feel programmed and

the authorities -teachers
of the same system.

,

I

know

administrators -were also products

Neither

I

nor they could be trusted for

of merely being
our experiences inside the school consisted
the
I use trust
actors in a well known play of the past.

m
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sense of being in charge of one's life, not
feeling separate
from one s actions. Awareness of experience is
so vitally

important to me.

Much of my feelings, in relation to the

many diverse experiences of life, were pre-determined

.

I

had

a very concrete feeling of what was going to happen before
it

happened, and

1

was well aware of what should feel good, what

should feel bad, etc.
of fixed responses

,

Certain situations triggered a number

and learning consisted to a large extent

of matching responses with situations.

As a consequence of

this process, I often felt unsure of how to react.
on my own impulses,

me so

I

I

Not acting

did not trust what was going on inside

resorted to cues from the outside.

Communicating

in this style became a burden, conditioning me not to have

faith in my intuitive reactions

I

.

were not typical inside, because

I

kept all my feelings which
feared my emotions would

be perceived as strange.

Learning is discovery. There is no other
means of effective learning. You can tell the
child a thousand times, that the stove is hot.
The child has to discover it
It doesn't help.
himself.
for
Fritz Peris.

Gestalt Therapy Verbatim

The discovery aspect of much of what

schools was already done for me.

I

.

was to learn in

Religious training and

authoritative teachers made ic clear as to how
react to the world.

I

should

They also taught me to fear deviation

way eliminated
from the established norm and in a very direct
I rarely remember being
any sense of surprise in learning.
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encouraged to explore, to search out the answer for
myself.
I was either given the answer prior to the
experience or
the formula that would lead to the pre- determined solution.

The fear of making a mistake, the fear of revealing part
of me that 1 viewed as sinful, impeded much of my spontaneity

resulting in repressing my own creativity.

never fully

I

believed in this indoctrination; it did not feel right.
Consequently,

I

have tried to relive much of what has been

previously solidified.

I

am discovering now that which

probably perceived then, with the difference being

I

I

developed

faith in my own senses.

You have a poor academic record and you
have convinced yourself you are not capable.
You can start fresh here and if you really
want to you can perform as well as anyone
else in the school.
,

Brighton Academy.

William Goldsmith, Headmaster.
I

can never forget Bill Golusmith.

He gave me a chance

to go to school-post graduate year-and much more important

he believed in me.

Constantly validating me, he never gave

up on me even when in my eyes it seemed hopeless.

I

gradually

gained confidence in myself because of this extremely sup-

portive environment.

At nineteen

Catcher In The Rye - and

I

I

read my first book-

was thrilled that

finish a book and enjoy it.
not stop.

1

Once

I

I

could actually

began achieving,

I

could

school
studied constantly and at the end or the

in the academy.
year he labeled me as the "hardest worker"
I

am still somewhat amazed everytime

I

finish a bootc; the
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novelty has never worn off.
prep school that
I

I

It was during that year in

began exploring my own identity and

became very interested in human nature.

Psychology is a science.
If you want to
help people, you are in the wrong field. You
don't even know the law of effect.
College Psychology Professor.
I

went to college and became a Psychology major.

seemed the best choice

I

could make, and

I

It

thought that

studying about people and their behavior was the only field
in academics that made any sense to me.

with the program and
In one semester

I

I

I

was disappointed

began losing interest in school again.

had trained two rats and one pigeon in

the Skinner box, dragged myself through statistics and appeared

occasionally in an experimental methods course.
fused and I sought help.

I

was told that what

I

was con-

was looking

I

for was not to be found in Psychology.

have found my tyrant and in its service
know no limits. My tyrant is psychology.
I

I

Sigmund Freud, in a letter to Wilhelm Fluss
A tyrant is an absolute ruler.
his psychology.

,

1895.

To me Freud was ruled by

He was locked into his own system and

I

ex-

perienced most of my psychology instructors as locked in
also.

Freud's name was uttered often and with

admiration that seemed to be God-like.
of fear in psychology classes as

Once again

I

I

I

a tone of

felt the same kind

felt in parochial school.

saw significant people clinging to one view

with an emotional fervor that

I

experienced as threatening.

.
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Something inside me felt uneasy but

I

was learning enough

about myself from Freud and other theorists to keep up
my

interest

Psychoanalysis is a dynamic conception
which reduces mental life to the interplay
of reciprocally urging and checking forces.

Sigmund Freud.

An Outline of Psychoanalysis

.

The statement initiated an ongoing search within myself.
I

was convinced Freud was diminishing my complex makeup to

nothingness.

I

sensed a new power within me.

I

was dis-

regarding Freud, the genius, in favor if my own intuition.
I

began to pursue diverse opinions and started thinking about

my own theory of man.

I

read, but not with the feeling that

the author was an authority, but rather seeking out that

which would confirm my own thinking.

I

also began to take

in less from significant people around me, in a sense develop-

ing a filter system.

Personality is far too complex a thing to
be trussed up in a conceptual straight jacket.
The surest way to lose truth is to pretend that
one already wholly possesses it.
Gordon Allport.

Becoming

.

Allport in his book Becoming reflected my concerns and
beliefs more than anyone else

I

had encountered.

I

felt con-

eclecticism.
firmed as Allport called for open-mindedness and
be valuaole in difHe encouraged me to uncover what I felt to
a disciple
ferent theorists and cautioned against becoming

of any one system.

one discipline.

I

any
He warned me of the narrowness of

be
realized that we are all too unique to
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classified.

No one theory could possibly encompass all

human nature.

The personality theories were glimpses

of reality but not reality itself.

F^sud

,

I

began to wonder why

his followers and most psychology instructors pre-

tended to have answers.
concrete?

Why did they seem so definite, so

They did not leave room for me or anyone else.
Dogmatic people differ from nondogmatics

in that they are less tolerant of ambigous

situations, more inclined toward stereotyping
people, more opinionated and more submissive
toward authority.

Edwin Barker, Authoritarianism of the Political Right,
Center, and Left.

Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Columbia University, 1958.
My confusion with the amount of certainty
in psychology seemed to diminish when

I

I

perceived

encountered the

authoritarian personality studies (Adorno, etc.) in an

undergraduate personality course.
teachers

,

I

felt many of my early

priests and counselors could be classifieG as

authoritarian.

I

was surprised.

Barker’s study demonstrated

that authoritarianism occurred among conservatives, middle-

of-the-roaders and liberals

.

The above quote taken from his

study was reflective of the personalities of most of my

psychology instructors.

I

perceived them as having dif-

people dS
ficulty when they were not able to categorize
were very
neurotics, psychotics or schizophrenics. They

obedient to the
opinionated and seemed committed to being
This is a very
orientation for which they were trained.
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general statement and

remember many diverse personalities

I

However, the characteristics

I

mentioned, they appeared to

have in common, seemingly having strong needs to reach
closure on issues that were highly individual and not
subject to universal laws.

Those that call others crazy are unsure
of their own sanity.

Abraham Mas low.

Psychology of Being

This statement comforted me deeply.

ever

I

am is okay.

.

I

felt that what-

Crazy was a significant word for me.

In college, my roommates described atypical people as crazy,

and in an abnormal psychology course students frequently

used the word to describe various types of people in distress.
I

identified with some of the classifications used.

I

thought

the definition of a manic-depressive applied to the high and

low feelings

I

experienced outside and inside of school, re-

spectively.

I

then began to think that being crazy and dis-

charging was healthy.
I

Maslow supported many of the thoughts

had seldom exposed.

I

felt all of my extraordinary thoughts

and behaviors were being validated by him.

much acceptance in his writing that
worth in much of what

I

I

He connoted so

felt a real sense o-

had deemed insignificant in myself.

from anyone else,
He assured me that my nature was different
I felt his basic
that this natural gift was beautiful.
my whole lift.
propositions served as a guide in understanding
I

felt he cared for that part of me that

I

closed and it was a very exciting feeling.

had rarely dis
I

sensed a release

.
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inside me.

I

felt Freud reduced my nature and labeled
it

as undesirable.

I,

in turn, felt Maslow lift me up and

admire me, seeing in the behavior

I

had repressed, the roots

of happiness and fulfillment.

Life is a string of unique situations man
is unique in terms of both essence and existence.
,

In the final analysis, no one can be replaced-by
virtue of the uniqueness of each man's essence.
And each man's life is unique in that no one can
repeat it-by virtue of the uniqueness of his
existence

Victor Frankl.
I do

.

not think any written words have ever affected me

No other man could ever live my life and throughout

more.

time

The Will to Meaning

I

can never be replaced.

I

began feeling Frankl

and became instantly very appreciative of myself.

I

'

s

words

read

his book while stopping at traffic lights, and took notes

while driving on the highway.

Unable to leave his book on
felt he confirmed

my desk, it became a constant companion.

I

human nature with such remarkable force.

He talked about

the sensitive and the open-minded suffering for mankind and
I

began to see meaning in my own distress.

With the experi-

ence of the concentration camp as a background, his words

saw as life itself.
a book,

instead

I

I

did not feel as though

I

I

was reading

was witnessing his world and the learning

he had taken from it.
and
This man lived through the most gruesome atrocities

emerged with his spirit intact.

He still believed in life,

he felt in
and that nothing could detract from the meaning
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his own existence.
optimism.

realizing

I

have seldom been exposed to such

Frankl brought forth in me my desire to live,
am in control of impressions

I

experience.
resented.

I

my own education,
I

take from any

could see meaning in the situations

had learned from being hurt.

I

who felt as

I

I

had

I

As a result of

developed a strong desire to help people

did inside a classroom.

so-called underachievers.

I

I

felt attuned to the

knew what confirmation had done

for me and I felt eager to understand and affirm that person

who had convinced himself that he was not capable.

never lost that feeling, for

I

believe Frankl when he stated

that a person can find meaning in every situation.
is such a completeness about this view;

how

I

have

I

There

it helps me realize

select experiences with pre-conceived notions of their

end results.

When a person stands on the firm ground of
religious belief, there can be no objection to
making use of the therapeutic effect of his religious connections and thereby drawing upon his
spiritual resources.
Will to Meaning

Victor Frankl.

.

Frankl brought a new light to my religious training.

I

saw that I could draw from the positive aspects of my religion,

extract that which

I

liefs as a resource.

felt was significant and use those beI

knew

confused as to His makeup.

believing but

I

I

believed in God but

I

was

It was as though I believed in

did not know what

I

believed in.

I

often re-

background and wanted
flected on the meaning of my religious
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to become at ease with whatever "religion"
I had in me.

I

began to form a clearer concept of what God meant
to me.
One day looking in a bookstore at a poster that said,

"God

is Love

,

my uneasiness was lessened.

did not completely

I

understand at that time but what seemed to happen was that
*

I

took God and placed him inside me.

internalized my

I

conception of God and suddenly my philosophy started coming
from within me.
emerged.

This did not seem intentional but somehow

"God is Love" is a belief

I

can experience and

feel it coming from me with love being the most meaningful

experience

I

This personal view allowed me to

have had.

retouch the feelings of strength

I

had originally experienced

in formal religion.
I would that my life remain a tear and a
smile.... A tear to unite me with those of broken
heart; a smile to be a sign of my joy in existence
.

Kahlil Gibran.

A Tear and A Smile

.

In order to fully comprehend my smile,
to experience my tears

.

Educationally

,

I

think

I

need

the tear is the back-

ground of my education and the smile is this moment.

writing about myself, and my life in my own style.

I

am

Past

educational environments have been a source of threat and
fear.

Wideman,
Now, I am grateful for my major advisor, Jack

and for the
who has been a continual source of inspiration

supportive setting of this university.

I

have a strong desire

struggling within the
to contribute to the growth of people

confines of education.

I

know how it feels not to fit in

.
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in these systems; my tear has united me with their
struggle.

The freedom

I

feel now, at this university, allows me to

smile and see hope in the direction ahead.

not be as attentive to these concerns if
enced them myself.

what

I

I

I

know

would

I

had not experi-

Gibran's works stimulated me to re-evaluate

had labeled the negative part of my life.

I

that none of my experiences were totally negative.

relize now

Through

the misgivings of the past, I learned to feel the depths of

my present.

The positive, in this sense, has come from the

negative
And so I am left with the belief that there
are no answers there are only alternatives and
the best that I can do is trust my present experiences and follow where it leads me. And it has
led me down some amazingly divergent paths from
Mary Baker Eddy to Fritz Peris from Maxwell Maltz
.but somehow, at the time, each
to Krishnamurti
was needed, and conversely,
each
one
one worked,
to me when I inevitably
poison
became
each of them
of my experience.
spite
clung to their words in
,

,

,

,

.

Hugh Prather
Touches Me
I

,

.

Forward to

:

I

Touch the Earth, the Earth

.

have been influenced by significant people most of my

life.

In earliest years I was by their side because

them.

In the last five years,

I

I

feared

stayed next to Maslow, Rogers,

me through
Frankl and other humanists because they validated
from any educator^
their writings in a manner I had rarely felt
They confirmed so much of what I
I had actually encountered.
were times when I
had thought and seldom disclosed. There

admired each of them and times when

without thorough examination.

I

I

adherred to there views

remember feeling angry knowing
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Peris had said that Rogers mostly feeds back sentences.

Carl

had given so much to me, how could anyone diminish his style
so unjustly?

my friends.

I

felt

I

knew Maslow;

In time, as my experience negated their words,

was aware of a dilemma inside me.

I

knew Rogers; they were

I

myself more than the people

I

I

was beginning to trust

respected most.

There was a

feeling of apprehension in this experience, and also a sense
of adventure.

As a result,

I

outgrew staying with people that

no longer justified my feelings.

I

am never completely there;

I

vacillate between trusting me and trusting you.

I

ultimately learn your work was done for you and by you.

Each time,

Your experience could also be mine and that's okay.
easiness comes when

I

The un-

accept your experience without question,

without doubting but merely say "yes".

I

allow you to become

the authority, and I know this process is not healthy for me.
I

have gone from believing you have the answer, to knowing

you do not, to realizing that only
believe

I

need your help and

I

I

can guide myself.

strongly believe

I

I

can help

myself.
of
In a much subtler sense than earlier authority figures

whom
I

I

experts.
spoke, Rogers and company became my humanistic

went from one end of the spectrum to the other.

much in the move, but the longer

I

I

stayed, the closer

to returning to relying on externals.

gained
I

care

Hy new authorities had

with me for a long
confirmed the private thoughts that were
now and need to pass
I, however, think differently
time.

,

*

them.

though

I j_eel as

I
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have climbed the mountain, reached

the top and am now beginning to fly.

My mind is a swamp of stagnant opinions
theories, impressions, and images.
I've read
and I've thought too much, experienced without feeling.
I need to recover the freshness
of my jaded sensibilities, to face myself
*
honestly, nakedly.
Philip Kapleau.

The Three Pillars of Zen

To learn about myself and my world

freedom to look.

I

through yesterday.

.

need to have the

I

deny myself this opportunity if

To whatever degree it is possible,

need to put yesterday on the shelf and see today.
awareness

I

can regain a degree of innocence.

become that blank slate again, but
the source of its context.

and rewrite my script.
of the task, because

thus far.

I

I

I

I

Through
can never

can work at discovering

can erase as clearly as possible

have experienced success in my efforts

For example, my slate no longer describes me as

a will to encounter tomorrow.

be reborn, but
I

I

I

look

do not feel paralyzed by the enormity

unintelligent and incapable.

felt

I

I

see myself with vitality and

I

I

know

I

cannot really die and

can increase my understanding of myself.

had been heavily conditioned and

I

I

revolted doing

paths that
different things that amounted to following narrow
I now feel like I am beginning
locked the doors once again.
1 have let go much of what
to take in the totality of life.

allowed me to broaden
has been stagnant and this process has

my vision.

.
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Memory and Pride were fighting. Memory
It was like this* and Pride said, 'It
couldn't have been like this -and Memory gives
said,

'

Fritz Peris quoting Nietzche.

Almost all of what
memory.

I

I

Gestalt Therapy Verbatim

have written here comes from my

am certain my pride has affected the way

certain situations.

All I know is that what

I

these pages.

I

is important,

for what has affected me is what

too much about myself.
I

remember

I

recall is on

am not certain the accuracy of my recollection

the reality of the past.

certain

.

I

I

I

perceive as

can never be objective for

have needed protection and

have given it to myself.

Nevertheless

I

I

I

care

am

felt a need

to mention the role cf memory for I have stated that I can only

glimpse at the play of which

I

am a part, and

I

also realize

that I can only see pieces of the reality of the past through

memory
The majority of the recollections

I

chapter occurred in educational settings.

recounted in this
I

focused mainly

on the academic experiences that have contributed to the teach-

ing position

I

maintain today.

I

believe we all teach our

own struggle, and in my case the desire to sustain and explore

my uniqueness in the world of academia was pre-eminent.

.
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CHAPTER

III

PILOT STUDY
"The technique of treatment must
be in yourself." Alfred Adler.
Understanding Human Nature

Introduction
The reader has now been acquainted with the significant

occurrences in my learning process.

The events that contrib-

uted to my development and those that impeded its progression
have been recounted in the previous chapter.

In short, my

growth was enhanced by individuals who believed in my capabilities and who respected and understood me in
tic manner.

a

most authen-

Generally, those persons who did not respect or

understand me, and did not believe in my potential, arrested

my growth and contributed negatively to my development.
In this chapter the construction and implementation of
a teaching procedure, based on the insights acquired in my

learning process, will be examined.

I

will begin by famil-

iarizing the reader with notable characteristics of the students

who participated in this experience, and also by detailing the
physical setting in which this training endeavor occurred.
The main body of this chapter will focus on the experimental
devices
model employed for training counselors, and measuring
evaluautilized to evaluate its worth, and a results and an

accumulated data,
tion section presenting and appraising the

respectively
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Description
The system in question was incorporated in

a

counseling

technique course in the Spring of 1974 at Southern Connecticut
State College.

Southern Connecticut is a State Institution

located in New Haven, Connecticut.

Graduate courses are

offered in the evening division and the majority of the
graduate population are part-time students.

The sole criterion

for enrollment in the course is the possession of a baccalaureate

degree from an accredited college.

First preference is given,

however, to those students who have been accepted by the

graduate school in a Master of Science degree program in

Counselor Education or School Psychology.

This course is

designed for beginning students in either program.

All but

three of the twenty-four people enrolled in the Spring of
1974 had full-time jobs and were thus part-time students.

Sixteen members of the group were pursuing a master's degree
in counseling, three in school psychology and five were from

other programs and were taking this course as an elective.
All the students were residents of Connecticut at the time
resided
the course was offered, and twenty of the total have
in this state all their lives.
two
The makeup of this course was constructed around

basic premises:

1)

Freedom to act naturally emerges in an

environment where fear is absent, and

2)

In order for learning

action is required.
to occur at its deepest level uncontrived
in which people
Facilitators attempted to develop a climate
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could feel safe to experiment with their style of
counseling.
I

found such a climate most conducive to my own growth, there-

fore, the first three weeks of the semester were devoted to

support building.

This consisted primarily of "encounter"

procedures and the further development of our listening and
feedback abilities.

Group members worked in triads and in

two large groups during these three weeks, constantly changing partners in order to meet and develop a relationship with
as many individuals as possible.

The objective of this support

building was to establish an atmosphere of trust among group
members.

The aim of this effort was to enable each student

to think and act freely without fear and without a formula.
I

make the assumption, based on the revelations discussed

in Chapter II, that if trainees are secure in their relation-

ship with each other and with their facilitators they will

begin to discover, for themselves, what is essential in tne
counseling process.

If, however, they are frightened by each

other or by the instructors, they will learn how to imitate

instead of how to discover.

I

have noticed that when students

tendare afraid, or threatened there appears to be a strong

ency to imitate.

Imitation, precipitated by a climate of

thinking but
fear, does not lead to creative or independent

rather consists of following the authority.

Following, in

afraid, afraid to dis
this sense, is synonymous with being
rationale behind support
cover for oneself. This notion, the
observed to be true
building, is taken from what I have

m

.
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the behavior of students, including myself.
^PP^-^-i-se

The reader may

the validity of this notion and other hunches that

make up the basis of this pilot study by scrutinizing her/his
own experiences as well as the data collected from students

contained in the evaluation section of this chapter.
The remainder of the twelve sessions that compose the

course were divided into two sequences.

In the first hour,

students divided themselves into triads at my request.

One

person would assume the role of counselor, the other client,
and the third person would function as a process person.

After each session, the process person gave the counselor
feedback on his behavior and the consequences of that behavior
for the client.

The ability to give useful feedback was explored and dis-

cussed at length in our first three meetings.

The client would

then follow the process person and give his own unique feed-

back to the counselor and would also respond to the validity
of the process person's remarks.

The issues dealt with were

either role played or real concerns depending on the preference of the three people concerned.

Audio-visual and audio

comfortable
taping procedures were used whenever students felt

benefits of this
with these devices, in order to maximize the

experience
is akin to the
The rationale behind this triad endeavor

best teacher
old cliche that "experience is the
case, however,

I

.

In this

that
need to qualify the phrase to state

is the best teacher.
experience in a supportive environment
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Based on my own observations of students in
counselor
education programs, I found the actual experience of

being

a counselor vital to trainees as they develop
their own

system of helping.

This is an opportunity for the counselor

to become aware of his own style of relating and also an

opportunity to receive feedback on both the positive and

negative aspects of his actions.

I

have found video-tape

playback to serve as a powerful aid in helping students to
gain perspective and increase their understanding of this

complex interaction.

Each student is able to view himself

counseling and is also able to view his responses to the
comments of the process person.

The desired outcome of this

triad structure is that, hopefully, through the wealth of feed-

back received, students will begin to identify those aspects
of their behavior that were previewed by classmates as helpful.

This structure was intended to allow students to first

explore the advantages and disadvantages of their manner of
relating, and to become explicitly aware of their interactions.
It was expected that they would receive much input from various

group members' styles and from demonstrations of dif rerent

therapeutic orientations.

The triad experience was intended

without
to prepare students to incorporate other methods

losing their own essence in the process.
met as
The second hour of each session we generally
issues
group and attempted to identify pertinent

counseling situation.

m

the

We tended not to talk about issues

a
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at length but would rather experiment with
actual concerns

that emerged.

ror instance if a person began describing

his difficulty with counseling a passive client,

I

might

encourage him to role-play the passive individual in question
and then ask for a volunteer from the group to take the

position of counselor.

I

talking about issues, for

invited taking action instead of
I

felt the problems presented

would become more alive and the students would then have an

opportunity to react to a situation they viewed first-hand
in contrast to reacting to one they have been told a story

about.
I

felt we must bridge the gap from discussing what action

one might take by actually taking that action.

A person can

deliberate on how to play tennis for hours, but the real
learning takes place when he goes to the court, plays the
game and receives constructive criticism from a tennis pro.
This pilot study was based on the same principle.
I

The format

have just described nonetheless was very flexible and we

deviated often to meet group needs

.

Individual and group

counseling demonstrations, mini-lectures, awareness exercises,
etc., were interjected at various times.

The weekly task of re-organizing each class meeting
by
according to the new desires of the group was lessened

fulfillment of
reading the logs students compiled as partial
of determining a
the contracts we had established as a means

students grade in the course.

Southern Connecticut's graduate
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school employs a letter grade system,

I

thus formed a con-

tract with each student sometime before the sixth session
to determine how he or she would be graded.
I

The only input

contributed to the contract -grading arrangement was to

suggest that students write a weekly journal.

Fortunately,

after considering this alternative, everyone agreed that it

seemed to be profitable to both the students and facilitators.
The topic was open and most often centered on comments about
one's counseling abilities, experiences in class and areas
of personal concern.

I

responded to the logs each week and

they invariably increased my understanding of each person and
also allowed me to be very much in tune with individual needs

regarding course structure.

The journal undoubtedly became a

valuable directive in planning and assessing each meeting.
This rough overview of the pilot design is intended to

give the reader a background to increase his understanding
of the maturation of the strategy recounted in Chapter V.
In the evaluation section of this unit the reader will have
-his
an occasion to become acquainted with the specifics of

method and the dynamics involved.
Measuring Devices
and to
The method chosen to measure student learning

self-report.
assess the value of the teaching design was
of these sophisticated
I decided to use the intelligence

them as innocent
graduate students instead of enlisting

.
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subjects.

I

asked them from the onset to consider them-

selves as a team of researchers attempting to measure the

learning of their own group and

1

asked them to assist me

in determining the worth of the design being used in their

training.

The rationale behind this decision is twofold:
%

1)

I

do not believe that a group of this nature can

be questioned or surveyed without their being aware
of what researchers are intending to measure.
2)

Since the general component to be measured is selfawareness, it is inescapable to use self-report.

The measurement of what the course might mean for the students

must be looked at from the inside.

Measuring phenomenological

data by standardized tests is fitting one's experience into
a pre-conceived form.

The form admits particular aspects

of the experience that is suitable to its composition and

discards the remainder.

Thus, we measure whatever segment

of that experience the form accomodates and no more.

New

forms must be derived to fit the immediate situation, for it

makes no sense to put today's happenings
structure.

ini_o

yesterday

s

The time has changed and inevitably so has the

situation
I

the fifteen
thus deduced three means of appraisal from

week experience.
1)

I

entry each to
asked each student to devote one journal

place throughout his
the learning process that has taken
conditions that are presently
life and the latter entry to the
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fostering learning in "counseling techniques".

The first

effort was intended to stimulate the student to re-examine
and clarify the circumstances that have enhanced his develop-

®®^t

.

The journal focusing on his present training gives

the student an opportunity to recognize previous patterns

and to possibly discover new means of growing.

The identi-

fication of growth producing conditions also served as an
invaluable aid in the organic construction of the method

described in Chapter
2)

I

V.

asked group members to list their expectations of the

course in our first meeting.

1

then handed back these state-

ments at the conclusion of the course and asked them to

respond in writing to their initial comment.

I

stated at

this time the hope that, in the process of responding, learning would take place.

I

instituted this instrument based

on the self-realization that often no learning takes place

without upsetting an expectation.

In my life, when an ex-

pectation has been met it has confirmed previous learning but
it has usually not contributed any new learning.

The new

learning has often taken place when an expectation has

no-,

been met.
3)

I

determine
composed a questionnaire mainly devised to

the course
group members feelings and thoughts regarding

design and their suggested improvements.
anonymously
In addition, the twenty-four students
rating scale.
evaluated me on a personal description

I

a reading on the possible
chose this type of scale to obtain

.
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discrepancy between intended behavior and actual
behavior
For instance, I view myself as genuine and I
place
the

quality of genuineness very high in the role of the
facilitator.
did,

Thus, it is imperative for me to know if this group

in fact, perceive me to be genuine.

The students’ mean

ratings were compiled and they will be included in the evalu-

ation section.

I

also tape recorded a one hour session at

mid-semester in which

I

was interviewed by group members

The topic was the design of the course and whether or not
it was meeting group needs.

Results

Prior to the beginning of this section,

I

gave much

thought to submitting you, the reader, to the multitude of

statements to be presented in this section.

I

was concerned

with needlessly consuming your energy and arresting the intended flow of this paper.

I

still felt, however, that

I

must include a representative statement from every student
that consented to respond to each of the measuring devices

employed.

X

could not do justice to each person

s

unique

contribution by designating their remarks to the appendix
or by excluding their comments altogether.
I thus

introduce this section with the intencion that

satisfactory
you will examine the data to the extent that is
to your own needs.

I

believe it is sufficient to scan the

evaluation section
statements and then continue on to the

.

,
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where the major themes and key findings are
summarized.
The range of opinions, however, are at your disposal.

This

format then, does not undermine the student's effort
nor
the reader’s interest.
A) The following quotations are representative statements

selected from twenty individuals who devoted a journal entry
to the manner in which course learning occurred for them.

This entry was completed by students before our twelfth class

meeting
Person A

-

"I have had the opportunity to give and get

feedback, specifically concerning counseling-related behaviors,

and this has been useful.

Further,

I

have had an opportunity

to observe other people receiving feedback, both my own and

others, in various ways.

periences which

I

Perhaps one of the most useful ex-

have had in this course and certainly one

of the most outstanding, has been the repeated experience of

watching other people receive feedback about their counseling
style, react so defensively as to seemingly insure that they

actually received no feedback at all, by screening out whatever was said that displeased them."

Person B

-

"The emphasis on trying to be open and trust-

occasionally been
ing, which seemed to come from Arthur, has
to be more open
a stimulus that I could respond to by trying

of some sort of
in terms of how I saw people; to allow more
a positive,
I

supportive feeling into my experience.

think, been useful to me.”

This has

"
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P erson C

One area of interest for me was just
to

-

watch Arthur try to grapple with the structure
of the course
and people s expectations.
I would be more
selective about

who

I

allowed into the class--I might construct

2

or

according to experience people had in counseling.

I

sense Arthur

3

classes

certainly

struggle to run a good, useful training course

s

and deal with people's expectations, many of which seem to
come from inexperience, lack of knowledge."

Person D

-

"More detailed individual contacts would

-

"The learning experience in Psych. 550

be helpful."

Person E

useful to a degree.
play is missing.

(Arthur has moved in this

)
.

Person F
common.

Dis-

Seeing 'experts' in action might give me

'good example'.

as a student a

direction

The circle allows for relaxation.

find

I

-

"I think we all should be reading a book in

This is a good technique as it makes for more cohesive

group discussion.

I

would like to see more direction in our

counseling sessicns--perhaps Arthur and Jim walking around

observing our techniques and giving us feedback.
Person G
course.

I

-

"I feel I have learned a great deal in this

feel more patient and more respectful of my fellow

human beings.

In short, I'm more aware of myself.

as quick to criticize.

as a result I feel

I

I

I

am net

have learned to listen better and

am more considerate of other people."

"
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Person H

-

"I feel the course has helped me to reassess

various things about myself --which has fostered great personal

motivation to read."
Person

I

"I believe that we all, in this class,

-

the same views without knowing it for certain.

constructive feedback

I

share

Through the
%

have received from all of you,

have moderated my own approach to counseling and

I

I

am trying

to be less directive and more patient to the rest of the

world.”

Person J

"Somehow

-

I

feel a little better now that

know that others live in this huge world whose soul
all not too different from mine.

I

I

is after

feel we are more prepared

to deal with the dangers that our ignorance precipitates."

Person K

-

"I learn from writing this journal as I can

see the transition which has taken place in my thoughts and

behavior

.

Person L

-

"I'm thankful for the lengthy bibliography

handed out, it is better than to be limited to one book.

I

is too
am in favor of shortening the gripe sessions as there

much repetition and indecision.
Person M
defined, but

-

I

"The counselor-observer role is not clearly
leads
feel that the informality, in most cases

to a better counseling situation.

I

learn best in a practical

'freedom to learn
This class has provided me with
This class is only a small
at my own pace and at my own time.
part is working fine right now
part of my life-and this small

situation.
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Person N

-

"I find I have done much more reading on my

own, it has therefore meant more to me and

more about what

read.

I

without threat of exams.

I

have thought

It is a pleasant experience to read

The 3-people group of each session

has been particularly helpful.

They provide a chance to

learn by doing, to receive immediate and relevant feedback
that is not judgmental (or grade oriented) but given to help

me as a counselor.

Listening to others, being counselor and

counselee has given me more insight into the interactions
that occur in counseling situations.

I

am less enthusiastic

about the group discussions in the second half of the course.

The journal
down

I

I

find helpful in that by writing my thoughts

have to think them out clearly rather than storing

some half-baked impressions in the back of my mind.

Writing

a journal seems to give them more organization and permanence.

It is good that the journal is not required."

Person 0

-

"To have a chance to set my own pace and be

very rewarding.
free to write and read pretty much on my own is
I

books because
have read a number of different articles and

for me.
of what has been stimulated in the course

the experience is vital for me.
to come out

one class.

,

In total,

It allows things within me

a matter of
be tested by others and analyzed in
a probing
This is important because it creates

to read, want to
curiosity in me which causes me to want
I am doing."
learn more and get better at what

A3

Person F

-

"I am not saying that all structure is

necessary for me to learn but it would help if some
parameters of action were given for a few more sessions.
I
have gained from the triads but would like a few more slightly

structured classes."

Person Q

It

-

s

surprising how there are so many indi-

vidual needs and interpretations within one course.

know

I

do and

I

We

(I

heard this from others) expect too much from

the course and not enough from ourselves."

Person R

-

"In the triads

I

have learned a lot just

through experiencing others in the class.

Observing others

in counseling roles has been exciting and in many cases the

criticisms

I

have for them makes me aware of my function as

a counselor.

I

have found myself being much more aware at

work as a result of the triads.
at work have been better.

I

have noticed that my tapes

The course has interested me in

new areas and to the point of doing readings in those areas.
I

found the bibliography helpful and the books

from it helpful.

I

have read

Both my readings and my experience in class

have made me try new approaches."

Person

S

-

"I’ve learned different ways of approaching

experiindividuals through suggested readings and practiced
receiving
Writing a log has for once proven valuable
ences.

m

feedback.

and sugIn all I'm getting a lot from the course

gested readings you have made."

"

.
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Person T

-

"The course has stimulated much in me.

has made me realize that

I

am not unique in my feelings

It
,

the

majority of people are sometimes feeling the same thing.

It

has stimulated me to discuss those feelings with other
people,

something

I

have found very hard to do in the past.

It has

also stimulated me to listen to what is going on with others
But

think the most important thing

I

I

have learned, or realized

is that desire in me to help in whatever way I can.

my ability to help has greatly increased.
of education has been the readings

I

I

feel

My major source

have been stimulated to

touch.
B) The statements in this section are the verbatim re-

marks of students, exemplifying their responses as they viewed their initial expectation of the course.

Person A
me, reading

I

-

The course stimulated outside reading for
The counselor's rule

would not ordinarily do.

as well as the client's role were carefully and completely

defined through the work we did in the triads and the work
we did in the large groups.
me.

This was a good experience for

In total, what I expected and what I got were two dif-

ferent things

Person B

-

I

came into the course expecting little and

stimulation
gaining much in terms of my own awareness and the
impact on me.
to learn more... the journal has had a great

dealing with myself
It has started an ongoing process of

instead of denying that which is me.

I

have learned to love

.
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that which is me and unique and to begin
to share it,
without the fear I've had for a very long
time.

Person C

-

I

feel

I

have gained much more personally

and professionally-much more than
this course.

I

guess

I

I

had anticipated from

actually walked in with very few

expectations but have grown a lot just from being exposed to

new ideas and techniques and to comments and criticisms
that have come from everyone... I also feel a closeness to
the people in this course that
I

find that really beautiful

genuine and open and

Person D

-

I

feel

I

really never thought of

I

,

the people have been very

have learned from all of them.

This course has been a great course in intro-

ducing me to counseling, has solidified in my mind

a desire,

and a personal commitment to continue studying counseling

techniques and a better understanding of how to use them.

.

The traids were good but would have been of more value to
me after learning about Gestalt, Reality Therapy, etc.

Person E

-

my expectations.

This course has most definitely exceeded
It has turned me on to individual research

and studying of various counseling techniques on my own.

A

course which can initiate a student's own self-learning
has most definitely succeeded in it's obj ective

regret is that this course isn't

ai.

.

.

.My only

ongoing course through-

of idea
out the year where it can be a continuous source

exchanging and a reference source to draw from.

.
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Person F

-

I

did receive a great deal of empirical

knowledge from this class.

Contrary to my initial expecta-

tions this knowledge was not directly acquired from
the

simulated counseling experiences.
ences

I

Rather most of the experi-

related to the most, centered around the dynamics

and problems of teaching a general class on counseling

techniques to a varied group of people...

congratulate Arthur on his perserverance

,

I

would like to
stamina and interest.

Due to his enthusiasm and the warmth of the class members

I

was able to surpass the growth anticipated in my initial
expectation.

Person G

-

I'd like to emphasize my appreciation for the

loose, experiential structure of the course, and also for the

intellectual and structural input from Arthur; also for the
chance to participate in and reflect on such a venture in

counselor education.

Person K
tions

,

-

I

think the course, along with other considera-

helped, me to decide in the affirmative about counseling

rather than teaching.

I

think it did help, also, with re-

lating to my family and students.

Person

-

I

I

had expected the course to put in front

breakof me a majority of the methods used in the field and a

down and explanation of each to follow.

plished then
I

I

If this was accom-

would have been completely satisfied.

people
did learn an awful lot about myself, and the

class

However,

m

the
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Person J
things

-

Naturally, this course touched upon
many

never even thought about-such as the triad
interactions and personal growth as a person.
Perhaps,
I

this is

what

I

was referring to when

I

mentioned broadening my horizons.

(She is referring to her initial expectation
statement.)

Person K

-

Now, after many weeks of this class,

say my first statement above is changed...

I

can

I

can't say

I

learned many techniques (only Reality Therapy, Gestalt, the

Benjamin book, etc.) because nothing ever concrete was
"taught".

I

read about many ideas, but couldn't see the

relationship between many of these and the ones used in class.
Person L

-

Although

I

learned some things about myself

as a counselor from the triad experience, I learned more

about the personalities
counseling.

But,

I

I

was involved with than

I

did about

think that this situation is alright,

although it was not part of my original expectations
back,

I

..

.Looking

think I've learned the most during the past several

weeks when techniques have been discussed and demonstrated
in class.

Person M

-

My expectation regarding the course, teaching

counseling techniques and philosophies was fulfilled, especially
towards the end of the semester.

with this approach than
the semester.

I

However,

I

was less pleased

anticipated at the beginning

The portions of the class

I

Oj.

got the most out

such as the
of were as a counseling participant on exercises

triads.

I

am glad that we didn't spend more time discussing

.

.
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so and so’s theory or any particular technique,
as far as

cookbook answers go, none were provided.
Person N
I

My expectations were not met to the extent

-

would have liked.

I

realize that it was my responsibility

to strengthen in-class experiences with outside activities,

but as of yet

I

have not fulfilled my part and perhaps as

I

continue my outside readings the course will gain more meaning even after the academic year is over.

Person 0

-

am still filled with many questions con-

I

cerning the field of counseling.
'# 1-10’,

tools,

course.

I

1

Perhaps

I

wanted concrete

was not given any set patterns in this

believe though that this was the intent; to present

alternatives not answers

Person P

-

The course was not as structured or factual

as I thought originally, but the flexibility allowed should

be incorporated in the role of the counselor.

Some of my

fears regarding the role have been alleviated and

sense

I

m

this

have more of an idea what form of therapy would be

appropriate for me to choose.

.

.1

do feel it would have been

useful had more therapy methods been discussed in class.
Person 0

-

individuals but

Well,
I

I

didn't learn various ways to counsel

took what

I

thought a step further.

I

perlearned various styles and ideas compatible to my own

situation...
sonality which would be useful to me in a guidance
a guidance role
This course made me feel more confident in

(triads)

.
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Pe rson R

-

Good to have things acted out, as when Jay

worked with a 'client' in small group with videotape.

Good

to be able to choose our own readings, rather than by
assign-

ment

.

Person

S

-

I 'm

glad to have had the opportunity to do

some practice counseling as a starting point.

I

find it to

be very helpful...! feel pretty good about the course.

wish that

I

I

had more of a specific grasp of each technique

though, I need to do more reading.

Person T

-

I

don't feel

I

explored or was exposed in

class to many specific techniques in counseling, however

scratching the surface was beneficial.
important thing

I

Probably the most

learned was certain things about myself

which have helped me deal with children as well
me deal with me.

as helped

The variety of personalities in class not

adhering to a specific kind of therapy but just being different in many ways have taught me a good deal about technique
in general
C)

The pilot group's response from the Survey Sheets

(copy included in Appendix) are presented in this unit.
sheets.
All twenty-four students anonymously completed the
that occurred for you
I. What are the significant learnings

during this semester?
regards to
...a greater awareness of my feelings in
as well as which
various therapies in counseling was learned
my own... the opportunity
schools of thought were more akin to

II

I
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to try different techniques out in sort of a controlled

situation and then get responsible feedback...! have learned
to listen, evaluate and feel.

.

.most significant for me was

the interaction between myself and others in the class...

am surprised at what is going on inside me, I've never

realized

I

had strong feelings and emotions and I've learn-

ed how to open up and share them... the complexities of

counseling ... specif ic schools of counseling are not as
crucial to the counseling as the relationship and the feelings conveyed.

.

.more awareness of aspects of presentation

of self in dyadic, small group, and large group situations...
I

benefited greatly from being involved with and also ob-

serving the class as a whole, the dynamics of leadership,
sex,

age, etc., were very rich...

have become more tolerant

of others and their problems as I know myself better ... intro-

duction to different theories and communication with others...
things about myself-I really like myself better .. .more of an
awareidea of what it feels like to be a counselor .. .more

ness, every day

I

can honestly say I've learned something...

and that
am capable of counseling someone effectively
learned to become more outI have things to offer people...
aware of the
going as well as a better listener .. .becoming
(or desire) to find
many different techniques and the need

that

I

me and suits my needs
a technique that is good for

.

.

.

I

learn-

someday...! feel
am capable of being a counselor
courses in counseling...
more confident to pursue additional
ed that

I
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don t think it is possible to answer this
question at
this time. ..my ability to work within a group has
been
I

reinforced.

how

.

.learning how others approach problems-and

approach them and carry them within myself .. .basic

I

concepts involved in Reality, Gestalt and Rogersian therapy

through class demonstrations...
II.

How satisfied were you with the sessions?
Very satisf ied-10

;

Satisf ied-13

;

Unsatisf ied-1

III. What contributed to your satisfaction or dissatisfaction?
.

.

.

my satisfaction of the course occurred through self

structuring and drive on my own as a result of stimulated
interest from class (group) energy.

.

.mostly the closeness

and openness that developed in the class and in this close-

ness

feel a lot of learning took place

I

people who did not simply intellectualize
cause

I

listening to various

...
.

.

.

the triads be-

could feel all three of us were growing together...

the awareness of myself and others and the sharing of it.

.

.

a sense that I was learning ... dissatisfaction was over group

discussions that didn't seem together or involved with root
issues... the willingness of some participants to really 'put

themselves on the line' in some way in the hope of really

learning something about themselves

...

the size of the class

was the main factor in my dissatisfaction.

.

.my greatest

of the
satisfaction was the informality and 'humanness'
could have been
sessions, my dissatisfaction was that we
to learn new
very involved from the beginning ... opportunity

.
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theories and ideas

...

learnings

...

amount of constructive,

honest opinions about myself, interactions and
counseling...
not feeling much trust in the groups-more 'group'
experi-

ences

the people

...

I

was with in the triads...

I

felt the

classes to be very repetitious until half way through the
semester...

would have been more satisfied if the group

I

decided on its needs and desires during the first few sessions
and then tried to work from that
ing session where

placed on us.

I

.

.

felt ef fective

.

.

a specifically good counsel.

.

too few demands being

.we talk about things too much.

.

one is a good f eeling

.

.

.

.

.knowing every-

the relaxed atmosphere and open

opportunities to express myself and hear others too... better

understanding of myself and my interactions with others...
uneasy sense of float many times
IV.

How could the course be better structured to better meet

your needs?
...more time in the triads and more weeks in the semester...

bring the class closer quicker than it occurred.
groups.
the

j

.

smaller

.let the class share some of the things said in

ournals

therapy.

..

.

.

.

.more demonstrations of various types of

.more guest speakers or professional demonstrations...

more work with how to give feedback especially positive...
group could have been divided into experienced and inexperi-

enced people.

.

.class size too large... more involvement from

people in the same line of business
making.

.

...

less time in decision-

criticism
.more time spent in actual counseling with
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from skilled counselors

..

about therapeutic methods

.more classes spent on information
..

.more days of Arthur and Jim

talking about techniques of counseling.

.

.demonstrations

of therapy and the opportunity to practice to see if the

style is personally comfortable .. .more speakers and demon%

stration sessions.
in early meetings

.

..

.have group accept and set up structure
.more response to

j

oumals

...

course assuming we know nothing of counseling.

.

begin the

.more

structure during the second part of the sessions

...

to answer ... seminar approach to demonstrations

.more

..

difficult

counseling practice... a bit more structure and a bit less
pure democracy.

(

7

(
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Personal Description Rating
D)

Sp.aIp

was appraised by all twenty-four
students and the
mean ratings, rounded off to the
first digit, are presented
below.
I

Comfortable with others

— I-A..

3 ... 4 ... 5 ... 6

_„ 7 ... Uncomfortable

— 5— 6— 7—
Feelings— 1—®— 3— 4— 5— — 7—
— 1—0—3 — — — — —
Responsible— 1—§— — — — 6— —
Enthusiastic— 1—§— 3— 4— —
7—
Genuine— 1-^—3— 4

Lenient

1

(

3

2)

4

5

Shows

6

3

§—

4

5

4

5

6

Artificial

7

Strict

7

Hides Feelings
Rejects Suggestions

6

Accepts Suggestions

Irresponsible

5

6—

4

5

6

7

Unenthusiastic
Uninf luential

Influential

1

2

Relaxed

1

§

3

4

5

6

7

Tense

-2

3

4

5

6

7

Insincere

-0™

Sincere-

with other.

Undemanding

1

— —
2)

3

4

5

6

7

Demanding

Outspoken

1

2

(S)

4

5

6

7

Reserved

3

4

5

6

7

Unsympathetic

-3

4

5

6

7

Rejects Help

3

4

5

6

7

Unreliable

3)

4

5

6

7

Passive

2)

3

4

5

6

7

Maladjusted

(2)

3

4

5

6

7

Undemonstrative

Sympathetic--

Accepts Help

-2

1--

Reliable--

Active

-2
1

2
(

Well Adjusted

1

Demonstrative
Constructive

1
1

—@---3

4

5

6

7

Destructive

Thorough

1

(z)---3

4

5

6

7

Careless

Competent

1

(2)

3

4

5

6

7

Incompetent

-^2)

3

4

5

6

7

Uninvolved

{3} - - 4

5

6

7

Anxious

-5

6

7

Evasive

4

5

6

7

Inconsiderate

Involved

(

1--

Unworried

1

Frank and Open

1

2--

Informed

—
—
1---@---3
—
— —
—

Interested--

2

Considerate

Accomodating
Dependable

Op t imi stic

2)

3

4

—

1

2)

3

4

5

6

7

Stubborn

1

-<§)-

3

4

5

6

7

Undependable

3

4

5

6

7

Uninformed

3

4

5

6

7

Unconcerned

3

4

5

6

7

Pess imi Stic

3

4

—6

7

Nondirective

-3

4

6

7

Sad

1 - - -^)

1- -

Directive

1

Happy

1

2

—

—

5 )-

5
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Evaluation
The most notable findings in this undertaking were
those that made it possible to amend the pilot design,
and

further develop an effective training system for counselors.
This being the case

,

I

will briefly outline the results that

enhanced the maturation of organic counselor development.
The readers who are interested in various aspects of counselor education can, of course, scrutinize the results section
to identify those issues of personal interest.

The rationale

for including the pilot study in the contents of this thesis
is chiefly to give the reader a clear sense of how organic

training evolved.

Thus the information that contributes to

this task will exclusively be included in this outline.

The following themes were recurrent throughout the

plenitude of statements included in the previous section:
A.

Facilitative Experiences
1.

"freedom to learn"

2.

the counselor, client, observer structure

3.

individual and group counseling demonstrations

4.

participation in the development of

a

supportive

environment
B.

Personal Growth
1.

increased self-awareness

2.

greater appreciation of individual uniqueness

3.

more understanding of others

4.

higher degree of self -acceptance
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C.

D.

Suggestions for Change
1.

develop group support quicker

2.

more demonstrations of various therapies

3.

more structured classes

4.

smaller class size

General Comments
1.

we are all more alike than different

2.

learning at one's own pace is rewarding

3.

some fears regarding counseling have been

alleviated
4.

the most important learning was self -learning

In regard to my own learning in this pilot study,

I

confirmed my basic contention that students will most likely
grow in a supportive environment devoid of the fear
associate with authoritative instructors.

I

I

often

am convinced

that by genuinely caring for these students, and by respecting their individual potentialities

I

have fostered their

developmental process.
In terms of new learnings

I

have become aware of the

difficulties of facilitating a group of this size.

It appears

and
that a smaller class would increase group cohesiveness

instrucpromote student communication, as well as allow the
in a deeper
tor an opportunity to relate to each student

sense than was previously possible.
from a
believe course meetings would have benefited
I was overly con
more structured format. As a facilitator
the direction
cemed with allowing students time to determine
I

of their learning experience.

This over concern was un

warranted and ultimately detracted from the
amount of
time devoted to counselor training.
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CHAPTER

IV

CRITIQUE OF THE LITERATURE
"The analyzer must be extraordinarily
awake, unconditioned, without bias or
distortion in order to analyze; if he
is at all twisted in any way, then
whatever he analyzes will also be
biased, twisted."
J. Krishnamurti
You Are The World.
,

Introduction
Our journey thus far has consisted of examining my

personal learnings and assessing the merits of a teaching

modality based on these learnings.

The next event in the

natural historical development of organic training was to
consult the available literature on teaching methodologies

designed to train counselors.
Guidance is particularly important for the
traveler embarking on a journey of selfThe path that leads one to
discovery.
realize his or her true self is unique,
But much
just as each person is unique.
of others,
journeys
can be learned from the
and many mistakes avoided.
Synthesis, 1975.
to this study
In this chapter, the literature relevant
is summarized and critiqued.

I

use the word critique in-

literature because
stead of the traditional "review" of the
1 am con
findings.
am not simply reviewing the existent
This chapter
content.
ducting a critical analysis of their
segments: (1) the research
is divided into five principal

I

.

.

.
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regarding the effectiveness of experiential
systems of
training counselors or therapists; (2) Allen Ivey’s

’’micro-

counseling
recall";
O-

1-

;

(4)

(3)

Norman Kagan's "interpersonal process

the didactic-experiential training apnroach

Charles Truax and Robert Carkhuff

;

and (5)

a

summary

and conclusions
I

choose to examine the methods of these psychologists,

not because they are necessarily superior to others, but

because their modes are the most documented and researched
in the field of counselor education today.

A study designed

to focus on the diverse opinions regarding the education

of counselors and therapists could be infinite.

Unfortun-

ately few of these beliefs have been subjected to experimentation, and consequently remain assumptions instead of

empirical knowledge.

The state of the art has not changed

sufficiently to refute this statement from Carl Rogers (1^57)
Considering the fact that one-third of presentday psychologists have a special interest in
the field of psychotherapy, we would expect
that a great deal of attention might be given
to the problem of training individuals to engage in the therapeutic process... For the most
part this field is characterized by a rarity of
95)
(p
research and a plenitude of platitudes.
.

Most recently, Kehas (1974) scrutinized "two main sources
Review of
in the literature, the triennial issue of the

Educational Research and the Annual Review of Psychology"
practices of
to discover what is known about the training

counselors

-

,
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We find that both the amount and quality of
the research are seen as being somewhat limited.
It is not difficult to conclude that
reported research on the training of school
counselors has been and remains quite minimal
In fairness it must be added that we do know
informally, though perhaps not systematically,
the the staffs of some counselor-education
programs are dealing with these very problems
most intensively and in a continuing fashion
.

(p.

.

89)

This state of affairs has begun to change due to the

"increased emphasis on systematic efforts toward counselor
training" (Ivey, 1974:72).

Undoubtedly, the pioneers of

this new phase in counselor education are the four individ-

uals referred to in this chapter.

Their designs for train-

ing are indeed systematic and are presently the most detailed
in the current literature.

The Validity of Experiential Systems
It is not necessary to specify all the findings veri-

fying the use of experiential modes of training counselors
for this task has been accomplished elsewhere.

I

refer the

reader to the comprehensive reviews of Farwell, Gamsky and

Mathieu-Coughlan (1974), Matarazzo,
(1971)

,

Truax and Carkhuff (1967)

,

J.

(1965), Matarazzo, R.

Truax and Mitchell (1971)

findings.
and Wideman (1970) for a detailed summary of their
that trainees
The works of these authors clearly establishes

learn more about the counseling process experientially
or lecture.
through discovery than through demonstration

.
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It is, however,

somewhat difficult to assess the

research regarding the validity of any particular
method
of training counselors according to the constructs
of the

experimental method.

There are two obvious and consistent

limitations one must confront whenever evaluating studies
in this field.

One problem is that any measure of the

effectiveness of counseling itself must be related to the
purposes of counseling as they are perceived by the counselor.
One counselor's success might be another's failure, and this

applies to the outcomes of training quite as much as to the

results of therapy.

Secondly, variables can never be com-

pletely accounted for:
There have been scores probably hundreds of
studies, for example, on the effects of various
'kinds' of counseling, on the questionable
assumption that one could actually isolate as
a precise measurable variable, such a thing
as 'client-centered counseling', or 'rational
counseling', or 'vocational counseling', or
trait-and-factor theory approach', and so on...
In a somewhat curious contradiction, we insist
as counselors on the uniqueness of the human
individual, and yet, in our research, we seem
to find no difficulty in lumping him as one of
many faceless members of a group.
,

Arbuckle, 1975:189.
I

make note of these limitations not to devalue the existing

research but merely to indicate that there are

,

from an ex

of
perimental referent, comparative shortcomings in most

training student
the empirical studies evaluating counselor

outcomes
training cannot
Mindful of the fact that counseling or
remains a considerable body
take place in a laboratory, there
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of research indicating that experiential systems of
train-

ing counselors or therapists are more successful than the

traditional approaches that center mainly on theory and

patient psychodynamics.
An abundance of studies have been conducted by Carkhuff,

Truax and their colleagues, some of which are discussed at
greater length in a later section of this chapter.

The

basis for these experiments was the discovery by Carl Rogers
(1951)

that the "necessary and sufficient" conditions for

patient therapeutic change are the therapist's ability to

communicate empathic understanding and unconditional positive regard for the client, while being himself a congruent
or genuine person in the relationship.

Rogers was not the

first to accentuate these dimensions, their importance has

been stressed since biblical times.

However, he was pre-

eminent in establishing the necessity of these conditions

through empirical knowledge.

He conducted numerous research

studies at the University of Chicago Counseling Center (1951,

1954,1957,1958) which supported his initial finding.
with
He later conducted a five year study (1967)
that
hospitalized schizophrenics that clearly indicated
change with
clients showed significant positive behavior

regard,
therapists that offered high levels of positive

Tne imgenuineness and accurate empathic understanding.
further confirmed by
portance of these characteristics were
the work of other researchers.
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Halkides (1958) used objective judges to rate
recorded
therapy interviews and the results of her
dissertation
further indicates a positive correlation between the
conditions in question and successful therapy. Van der
Veen
(1970)

found that hospitalized schizophrenic clients who

perceived the^-r therapists as providing the "necessary'

1

conditions showed greater positive improvement than clients

who perceived therapists as providing lower conditions.

An

interesting study by Dittes (1957) showed that there are

marked physiological changes in clients as
changes in the therapist's attitude.
(1971)

a result of

Truax and Mitchell

thoroughly analyzed the research on the effective-

ness of psychotherapy and the following passage summarizes
their conclusions.

These studies taken together suggest that
therapists or counselors who are accurately
empathic, nonpossessively warm in attitude,
and genuine, are indeed effective. Also,
these findings seem to hold with a wide
variety of therapists and counselors, regardless of their training or theoretical
orientation, and with a wide variety of
clients or patients including college
underachievers, juvenile delinquents,
hospitalized schizophrenics, college
counselees mild to severe outpatient
neurotics and the mixed variety of
the
hospitalized patients. Further
evidence suggests that these findings hold
in a variety of therapeutic contents and
in both individual and group psychotherapy
310)
(p
or counseling.
,

,

,

,

.

identifying
Despite these findings, and other research
relation
growth producing behaviors in the counselor-ci-ient
professionals to re-design
ship, there has been a reluctance of
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training programs in accordance with research
discoveries.
Since the publication of Eysenck's polemical article
in

1952, professionals have questioned the effectiveness of

counseling and psychotherapy.

In a recent evaluation of

therapeutic outcomes it was found that counseling and

psychotherapy over the past forty years has had an average
effect.

"Our faith is that whatever is powerful in tradi-

tional therapy resides in the work of a minority of its

practitioners."

(Bergin, 1971:263).

I

think it is safe

to say that the majority of training methodologies have not

been highly successful, according to the results of client-

counselor interactions.

It appears that many programs

tend to be theoretical, traditional, and slow to change
in the necessary directions indicated by the current research

(Livers, 1974).

Anthony, Gormally and Miller (1974) reaffirmed earlier

findings (Bergin and Solomon 1963; Carkhuff 1969; Carkhuff,

Piaget and Pierce 1968) that showed no relationship between
the academic measures that are customarily advocated and

various human relations skills.

Goldin (1965) and Wright (1968) and his associates indisvestigated counselor perceptions to find that they were
a change
satisfied with their professional training and desired
Edward Bordin (1974), reflecting on the importance
in format.
counseling made
of academic preparation for psychological

this statement:

.
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There is no doubt in my mind that many clinical
and counseling-psychology programs, including
a great many of those that survive certifying
review, have not represented serious efforts
to prepare students for practice.
Too often
they have retained too much of the earlier
theoretical and experimental tradition, unchallenged and uninfluenced by the need to
gear theory and research to naturalistic events,
which after all, is the goal of all science that
has not descended to the state of scientism.
(d

Dugald Arbuckle

'

s

.

79)

comments (1974), echoing the sentiment

of Bordin, lend insight into the factors that contribute to

this state of affairs:

Traditional university programs of all kinds
tend to stress the intellectual, the cognitive.
The scholar is one who knows more than one who
does, and the 'publish or perish' philosophy is
generally interpreted to mean that advancement
in a college or university is more dependent on
one's ability to write about what he knows then
his ability to communicate in some meaningful
to teach what he knows.
fashion to students-i e
Thus it is not unreasonable that the traditional
counselor-education program tended to stress what
one knew about people, the culture, and behavior
and change, and minimized tne place of the counselor
in effecting change in the behavior of the individual.
,

.

.

,

There was maximum stress on what the student-counselor
knew about the client minimum stress on what he
There was a stress on underknew about himself.
standing the theory of counseling, rather than on
In a sense,
the ability to practice counseling.
counselor
student
the
an experience was provided for
was
he
experience
that was quite contrary to the
clients
future
supposedly learning to provide for
at least
If' some of the evidence is correct, it would
educating
are
seem possible that counselor-educators
student-counselors in unverified ways to ha\/e un16/)
(p
known effects on clients.
stressed the need
In two recent interviews Carl Rogers has
and psychologists
for experiential training for counselors
universities exercise
and has expressed the opinion that
,

.

.

.

.

.

.
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a constrictive influence on innovation
and open inquiry

(Bergin and Strupp 1972; Evans 1975).

Until recently, most counselors in training
have received the major portion of their education in a passive way, listening to and
reading about counseling theories, methods,
and techniques
Many have not seen a client
until the last semester of their master's
work.
The experience has often been sporadic,
specific to one type of client, and/or' lacking in effective supervision.
Unprepared and
ineffective counselors have caused concern to
the community agencies employing them.
This
concern has led to an attempt to awaken the
trainers of counselors to the necessity for
revising old training methods.
.

.

Shapiro and Gust 1974:198
In accordance with the urgent pleas of Rogers (1965)
in his passionate statement on graduate education in

psychology, programs have been established that emphasize

experiential learning in the training of counselors.

There

are numerous studies indicating, that within short periods
of time, teaching programs with heavy experiential emphasis

focusing on the trainee's own constructive development can

produce effective counselors as measured by the CarkhuffTruax scale (Truax and Carkhuff 1966; Truax, Carkhuff and
Douds 1964)

.

Experiential training of this type permitted

substantial increases in counselor effectiveness after

twenty-five hour program.

a

This was true of prospective

and
undergraduate dormitory counselors (Bersenson, Carkhuff

(Martin and
Myrus 1966) and experienced guidance counselors

Carkhuff 1967)

.

,
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On the other hand, there are indications
that non-

experiential training programs result in

a net loss of the

characteristics that make for effective counseling
(Carkhuf f
Kratochvil and Fiel 1968; Melloh 1964). The basis

for these

experiments is the datum that counselors who respect and

empathically understand their clients, while being themselves genuine and congruent will positively facilitate

client improvement.

The research then measures the presence

of these characteristics in the counselor's behavior and

assumes that their existence will be translated into client

benefits
Other findings that question the relevance of counselor

education programs are those studies that imply that lay

personnel-with the proper experiential training-can be just
as effective as professionally trained counselors and psycho-

therapists.

A report by Rusk (1972) indicates the increased

use of paraprof essionals in mental health positions that

were previously only occupied by highly skilled professionals.
Golan and Magoon (1966) concluded from an experiment with

paraprof essionals functioning as school counselors
psychotherapeutic services can be provided in

,

that

a school setting

by carefully selected and trained individuals who do not

need professional degrees.

Using an experiential based

teaching model Delworth, Moore, Millick and Leone (1974)
at
trained volunteers to work in the counseling center

Colorado State University.

They were employed in such

.
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professional services as co-leading or leading
enrichment
workshops and the development and evaluation of

center pro-

grams.

The majority of participants were evaluated
as ef-

fective helpers by professional supervisors and
students

who received their services
%

fk®re are increased indications that non-professional
drug counselors are as effective or more effective than

professionally trained psychologists (Munns
1972)

,

Geis and Bullington

.

This parallels the general trend in the United
States toward putting formal educational qualifications in a more realistic perspective and
giving recognition and credit for the individual's
experience; there has been a proliferation of
paraprof essionals in many of the service and
helping professions associated with drug treatment, education and prevention programs.

Waldorf 1973:16.
Carkhuff (1966; 1968) has investigated the functioning
level of lay and professional helpers and concludes that

significant constructive client change can be facilitated
by minimally trained non-professional persons.

Patterson

(1969:23) suggests that psychologists may abandon the prac-

tice of counseling and psychotherapy because,
...it is below the professional dignity of a
psychologist with a doctorate to engage in
something which can be done just as well by
someone with a bachelor's degree, or perhaps
even less.

been
The effectiveness of experiential training has also

attested to by other researchers.

Shapiro and Gust (1974/

experientiailv
evaluated the results of the first stage of an
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oased three semester practicum course.

Dependent mea-

sures included the Personal Orientation
Inventory, Adjective
Check List, Teachers Counseling Questionnaire,
and the Taft

Experience Questionnaire.

While matched control subjects

showed no significant increases on any of these scales, all

experimental subjects demonstrated substantial changes in
a positive direction in relation to counselor success.

Using

the Therapist Error Check List Matarazzo and his colleagues

measured the interviewing behavior of second year medical
students to find that improvement was evident as the teaching

design was altered to focus on the experience of the student
(Matarazzo, Wiens and Saslow 1966).

There has been considerable research carried out in

connection with microtraining techniques.

Gluckstern (1973)

successfully trained volunteers to work in the community as
lay-counselors to parents whose children have drug problems.
She examined changes in counselor behavior and also the effect

these changes have on client behavior.

It was found that

lay counselors significantly increased their counseling

ability while clients working with these counselors changed
from talking about topics outside the interview session

talking about themselves and their feelings.

l_o

Kelly (1970)

trained beginning counselors in specific interview skills
as suggested by Matarazzo and Wiens

(1966) and found that, the

skills as comtrained group improved significantly in these
In general, the trained counselors
pared to control groups.

.
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talked less and the clients talked more
than was the case
with the control groups. Haase, Forsythe, Julius
and
Lee

(1969)

trained counseling clients in expression of
feeling

and found client participation and behaviors improved,
thus

suggesting the value of pretraining for clients.

Ivey and

his colleagues are considered in more depth in the next

section of this chapter.
An interesting dynamic in relation to the student in

training was discovered by Schmidt, Blocker and Strong.

They

experimented with different kinds of training procedures for
counselors, identifying three primary counselor styles:
didactic, intuitive and pragmatic.

These are supposedly

akin to rational therapy, dynamic therapy and behavior therapy

respectively.

When students were arbitrarily assigned to

a

training procedure, they tended to react in a highly individ-

ualistic manner, suggesting that there are personal predispositions which influence one's therapeutic predilections
(Bergin and Strup, 1972:194-195).

The implication of this

finding is that helping students to develop along their own

unique path is preferable to attempting to impart

doctrine
Emphasis in training programs should be on
increasing self-awareness, sensitivity and
spontaneity. Helping would-be therapists
to be more human with freedom to respond
should be the goal.
Waskow, 1963:406.

a

body of

.

.
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Allen Ivey's ’’Microcounseling”
Ivey

s

microcounseling” methodology represents an

attempt to identify and teach desirable counselor actions
b y breaking down what had

previously been considered very

complex behaviors into an increasing number of discrete,
identifiable behaviors” (1971:34).

The system is viewed

primarily as an effective training modality with beginning
counselors, but is also recommended as a therapeutic tool
for helping clients acquire more effective interpersonal

skills

The concept of microcounseling originated at Colorado
State University in 1966 when a group of researchers (Ivey,

Mormington, Miller, Morrill and Haase 1968) attempted to

identify specific behaviors of the counseling process.

The

reason for isolating facilitative behaviors is the belief
that if the trainee can learn one skill of helping and learn
it well,

this would be a more effective procedure than

traditional methods which supposedly teach therapeutic skills
in a mystical fashion (Ivey 1973)

This technique was named ’microcounseling’ because in any given training session, the trainee
is only taught one particular skill and is asked
posto practice that behavior as many times as
practice
minute
ten
sible in a short five to
interview situation.

Moreland, Ivey and Phillips 1973:2.
the standard
A recent description of the steps composing

microcounseling paradigm is presented below.
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Videotaping a five-minute counseling
session between
a volunteer client and the trainee.
The client may be either
a student volunteer or an actual client.
1.

2.

Training, including

(a)

written or programmed text

describing in detail the single skill being taught,

(b)

video

models of an expert interviewer demonstrating the skill,

(c)

video feedback in which the trainee sees his first session,
and (d) supervisory participation.
3.

A second five-minute videotaped counseling session.

4.

Examining the second five-minute session and/or

recycling the entire procedure as in step
the skill level of the trainee.

to the process

depending on

The time period for one

trainee is approximately one hour for

recounsel session.

2,

a counsel -training-

Another cycle adds another 30 to 40 minutes

(Ivey 1974:173).

Twelve specific skills are singled out for major attention
in microcounseling.

Counseling is divided into

(a)

skills of

the beginning counselor (attending behavior, open-ended ques-

tions, minimal encouragement);

(b)

listening skills (reflec-

tion of feeling, paraphrasing, summarizing);

(c)

sharing

skills (expression of feeling, interpretation of test scores,

direct mutual communication); and
Of these,

(d)

interpretation skills.

the most fundamental to Ivey and his colleagues is

what they call "attending behavior".

It was the first skill

regarded
to be identified by the Ivey research team, and it is
1971:35).
as the underlying construct of their design (Ivey
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They observed that people talk about
what is attended to
and that the communication of
attentiveness is a potent
reinforcer in human relationships.

Sherrard (1970) cites

considerable research to justify the choice of
attending
behavior as the basis of microtraining. For
example,

Skinner (1953) has pointed out the importance of
attention
as a reinforcer:

The attention of people is reinforcing because
it is a necessary condition for other reinforcements for them.
In general, only people
who are attending to us reinforce our behavior.
The attention of someone who is particularly
likely to supply reinf orcement--a parent, a
teacher, or a loved one--is an especially good
generalized reinforcer and sets up especially
strong attention getting behavior, (p~. 78)

Sherrard (1970:136) also refers to the research of

Whitley and Sulzer (1970) who used attention to help teachers
reduce disruptive classroom behavior and Walkler (1969) who
trained parents in the use of selective attention to shape
the behavior of oppositional children.

He further states

that Bandura (1961) has reviewed extensive research that

demonstrates that human behavior can be modified by verbal
and non-verbal attention patterns.

Communicating attentiveness, then, is a powerful skill for use in influencing interpersonal
relationships... It is (microcounseling) therefore an extension of the basic concept of
attending behavior in that it pinpoints a
variety of skills which communicate attentiveThe Ivey Taxonomy consists then of a.
ness.
series of behaviors that communicate attentiveness to another person, whether that person is
a client in a counseling interview or a member
of a group.

Sherrard 1970:137.

.
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Good attending behavior demonstrates to
the client "that
you respect him as a person and that you are
interested in
what he has to say" (Ivey 1971:149).
It is supposed that

by such behavior the client's self-respect is enhanced,

a

secure atmosphere is established, and the free expression
of

whatever is on the client's mind is facilitated.

It is also

claimed that attending behavior-eye contact, physical attentiveness, verbal attention-aids in the development of natural

empathy in the counselor and is the equivalent of what most
counselors would call warmth.
Ivey believes in the importance of the "necessary condi-

tions" of empathy, respect, warmth and genuineness.

He does

not believe, however, that these conditions can be taught

because they are not directly observable behaviors, he rather
believes in the teaching of behaviorally defined skills that

will help develop empathy and warmth.
a

counselor is attending to

a client,

He suggests that if
the counselor is most

likely being warm and empathic (Ivey 1973)
He views microcounseling as an effort to unite the im-

portant facilitative conditions maintained by Truax and

Carkhuff (1967) with the current demands for directly observable behaviors and accountability (Ivey 1974:172).

The

assumption is that by identifying and teaching particular

(Gluckstem
behavioral skills the core conditions will evolve
1973)

.

counseling
Ivey criticizes traditional approaches to

deliver (Ivey
and psychotherapy because "they simply don't

.

.
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1973:111).

He feels there is sufficient
evidence indicating,

that behavioral models are useful, and
he points out that
Skinner has used operant methods to control
the behavior of
individuals for their own benefit and that of
others (Ivey

and Rollin 1972)
The counselor, acting as a powerful modeling and rein-

forcing agent, is able to predict client response within the

microcounseling framework.
A rather simple dimension for prediction is
used.
If a counselor asks an open-ended
question oriented to affect (e.g. 'How do
you feel about yourself right now?'), it
may be predicted that the client will
respond with affectively loaded words
regarding the state of his feelings. If
the question were close-ended (e.g. 'Do
you feel sad about things right now?'),
it would be predicted that the client on
a statistical average would talk for a
shorter time and perhaps give a yes or
no answer
Ivey 1974:176.
This quantitative structural analysis is used to help identify

and increase awareness of the counselors behavior.

The framework detailed above is seen as a general system
for teaching virtually any counseling or interviewing skill

(Ivey 1971:74).

Each behavioral component is defined in

observable terms to clarify its nature, and is subsequently
taught to students-in-training

.

For instance,

...instead of teaching undefinable empathy and
respect, trainees are simply taught to reinforce
emotional components of the other person s verbal
For the clinical trainer,
and non-verbal behavior.
teaching beginning therapists to listen for feelings
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is a time consuming and frustrating
process.
Most trainees within microcounseling
reach beginning levels of proficiency within a
two-hour
time span.

Ivey 1973:5.

Crawley and Ivey (1971) have identified what is
considered as perhaps the most important skill of all-direct

authentic mutual communication-and have found it's key
dimensions to be the use of personal names or pronouns,

affective words and keeping to here and now experiences.

Despite his apparent reductionist philosophy, Ivey (1974)
has admitted recently that thus far it has not been possible to uncover everything that takes place in a counseling

session through objective behavioral analysis.

Microcounseling techniques have been researched extensively to determine the value of this systematic approach
to teaching counseling and psychotherapeutic skills to

counselors and a variety of other populations.

The research

to date indicates that the method does produce almost imme-

diate changes in trainee behavior, although changes will

not last unless the skills are continually practiced.

In

the initial study (Ivey, Normington, Miller, Morrill and

Haase 1968) students who had received five hours of training
in attentiveness

,

accurate reflection and summarization of

feeling showed significant increases in these skills according to client ratings and the ratings of two judges.

Similar

(Phillips,
results were attained with clinical psychologists

.

,
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Moreland and Ivey 1971) and medical
students (Moreland
1971)

The degree of difficulty in mastering
these skills is
apparently minimal for they have also been successfully

taught to paraprofessional counselors (Haase and
DiMattia
1970)

,

parents as peer drug counselors (Gluckstern 1973)

junior high school students (Aldridge 1971)
school children (Goshko 1972).

,

and elementary

Counseling and communication

skills have also been successfully taught to psychiatric

patients in an effort to "demystify" the counseling process
(Ivey 1973).

There are individuals, however, who have not responded

favorably to microcounseling.

These individuals have been

referred to by Ivey (1973:315) as having a "humanistic bent"
or those that view the "learning of skills as mechanical

technology" (Ivey 1974:181), who "avoid these techniques

which might help because of

a

'feeling' that they might

'dehumanize' the client" (Ivey 1973:112).

Perhaps these

resisters sense some of the incongruent elements of micro-

counseling and humanists, indeed, would seem to resent their

affective states being reduced and equated with

discrete

observable behaviors" (Ivey 1971:34).
Ivey's dedication to developing effective training meth-

odologies is admirable.

He has obviously thoroughly examined

and
the research on approaches to educating counselors

psychotherapists and is one of the individuals responsible

.

.
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for exposing the ineffectiveness of traditional
methods to
the field at large.
In his eagerness to create new train-

ing methods and "demystify" psychotherapy he has, however,

been philosophically inconsistent, and his model is hampered by a number of erroneous assumptions.

He has suggested,

for instance, that therapy is not as complex as we have been

led to believe (Ivey 1973)

The reason that systematic behavioral approaches to

training are threatening to many professionals is that the

interpersonal skills of the counseling psychologist can now
be taught in a short period of time to individuals who will

achieve levels of competence equal to that of the professional (Ivey 1972)

The successful but insecure professional can be
left uneasily questioning where he should go
If his skills can be transferred to
next.
others so easily, he has in effect 'taught
himself out of a job'.
Ivey 1972:72.
If successful counseling merely consists of the acquisition

of the proper skills, it would then seem that the personal

makeup of the possessor of these skills is irrelevant.
Ivey and his associates unintentionally seem to place
than in
more confidence in the technique of microcounseling

the people that are aspiring to become counselors.

This

of tne
emphasis on externals instead of on the development

microcounseling that
person is contrary to the definition of
This method is supposedly uniting
was mentioned earlier.

.

.
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the necessary conditions of empathy,
respect and genuineness with directly observable behaviors (Ivey
1974)
This

behavioral model however is incompatible with the
development of these conditions
Ivey seems to believe that as the student's responses

precisely conditioned to approximate the responses of
the expert

,

this exercise will result in the development of

respectful, authentic communication.

It has been established

that diverse groups of individuals can learn specific behaviors
I

am concerned nonetheless that this learning amounts to

merely imitating the individual performing on the video tape.
Perhaps it is felt that the necessary conditions are developed
through this procedure, for the behaviors learned are sup-

posedly observable components of empathy, warmth and respect.
However, reinforcing emotional components of verbal and non-

verbal behavior does not equal empathy and respect, nor does

uttering personal names, affective words, etc., equal authentic
communication
The sum of the parts does not equal the whole, for if

we decompose the empathic understanding of a human being into
eye contact and verbal attentiveness we are left with simula-

tion not the real thing.

It would seem then,

that this

method runs the risk of breeding counselors who imitate
respect, empathy and genuineness.

It is interesting to note

in the
that Gluckstern (1973) found that students trained

microcounseling format exhibited an awkward professional

.
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facade with their clients, and seven months
after training
they returned to their pre-testing natural and
warm behavior.
The emphasis in this mode of training is on the
develop-

ment of skills rather than on the development of the
person.
It is assumed that there is a casual relationship between

skill acquisition and the enhancement of the students ability
to communicate his/her humaneness to clients.

There is no

evidence to support this assumption, yet there are indications
that this methodology devalues the intricate composition of

individuals instead of fostering growth.

Our nature does

not seem to be held in high esteem, for the most prized

manifestations of our 'being' can be divided into sub-parts
and duplicated in a matter of hours.

Psychotherapy itself,

an attempt of one person to understand and genuinely relate
to the often disarrayed inner world of another, is "de-

mystified" for it is not considered to be a terribly complex
procedure
It is my opinion that microcounseling in theory attempts
to predict and control human behavior, and within the same

framework tries to develop humanistic means of relating.
It is feasible that both aims can be accomplished, but

I

this
fail to see how this is possible within the confines of

design.

One objective appears to contradict the other, with

prediction and control prevailing.

My fear is that if this

be misregulation of behavior can be learned, it also can

respect for humanity.
used by individuals who do not have a deep

.
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Ultimately the success or failure of this method
depends upon the manner in which it is used.
If instructors
present the design in strict accordance with the micro-

counseling manual, without observing whether or not students

already have the capacities for attending behavior etc., they
have not attended, to the students and are thus incongruent
On the other hand, instructors could use the microcounseling

paradigm to first videotape students in their natural
modality, and proceed to allow them the freedom to observe
and critique their behavior.

Students could define their

own ambitions, while instructors offer suggestions to aid

trainees in reaching their own self-determined goals.
This is an example of one means of using the micro-

counseling format which is harmonious with the organic process.
Ivey's methodology cannot be guaranteed to be helpful no more
than it can be guaranteed to be damaging, in the final analysis
it's value depends on the intention of the instructor.

Norman Kagan's "Interpersonal Process Recall"

Interpersonal process recall, a variant of microcounselNorman Kagan
ing, is the culmination of a ten year effort by
means of
and his colleagues to shape stimulated recall by
for counselors,
videotape recording into a training methodology

mental health
psychologists, physicians and paraprof essional
method
Stimulated recall was originally an audio
workers.
with videotape
used by Bloom (1954) and later augmented
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playback and the role of the "inquirer”,

a

person who aided

the counselor and client in recalling the significant
events
of the counseling session immediately following the
inter-

view (Kagan, Krathwohl and Miller 1963).
Because it is difficult for a person both
'
to introspect and to interact with another
person in a normal manner at the same time,
we wondered if there were a way of permitting the mind to interact, with a situation
at one time and to introspect concerning
the reaction at another.
We concluded that
if we could give a subject enough clues and
cues to help him relive the experience, we
could explore in depth at a later time various
points in the interaction, the thoughts,
feelings, changes in thoughts and feelings,
and the meaning of various gestures and expressions
.

Kagan and Krathwohl 1967:5.
Based on the rationale that stimulated recall would

allow the student-counselor to gain a profound understanding of the counseling process, various types of training

procedures were employed experimentally to determine how
this tool could be maximally utilized.

The standard format is an interview between counselor
and client, and upon termination the counselor leaves and

and "interrogator" or "recall worker" takes his place.
and interrogator then view the videotape together.

Client

The

deemed siglatter would stop the tape at those points he
thoughts,
nificant, and ask questions dealing with personal

by client,
personal feelings, perceived feelings of counselor
and anticipated
perceived thoughts of the counselor by client

reactions of the counselor.

An example of the type or question

.
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asked to probe for the client’s views in
the last category
was:
What did you hope the counselor would think
or do?"

This second session between client and
interrogator was
audited by the counselor and was either videotaped
or audio-

taped for future reference (Kagan, Krathwohl and Farquhar
1965:1-7-8)
As the session proceeded and the client began to under-

stand the technique, control of the starting and stopping

switches were placed in the clients hands.

In this way,

it was hoped that inner reactions could be identified.

This method was believed by the researchers to be

particularly useful in counselor training supervision.
We used the technique in counselor training
supervision because the description a client
gives of his feelings is a far more accurate
interpretation of the client's reaction to
the counselor than the most advanced interpretation of the counselor-supervisor. When
the client says 'he missed me there, he didn't
understand at all what I'm saying', this has
a kind of finality and impact which the supervisor's hypothesized 'I don't think you understood him at that point' cannot have.

Kagan et al

.

1965:1-10.

IPR was also believed to be potentially useful in other
situations, however various studies failed to verify its

effectiveness.

Gustafson (1969) used IPR to attempt to

reduce the anxiety levels of student teachers and Hurley
(1.967)

used this method to facilitate self -disclosure in

group counseling.

The results of both effoits did not

warrant the continued use of this design.

In one study,

.
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three different types of counselor education
were examined.
One group of counselors received the standard
videotape

IPR method, the second group was like the first,
except
that audiotape was substituted for videotape throughout.
The third group participated in the conventional counseling

format in which the counselor records the counseling session
on audiotape, listens to the playback and then receives

supervision.

All three treatments were equal in training

time

Results of the study were inconclusive.

Segment of the

videotapes of each student interviewing the client were sub-

mitted to a panel of three nationally prominent counselor
educators for evaluation.

The results indicated that there

was no difference in outcome between the three treatments.
On the other hand, IPR has been demonstrated to be

successful in discovering the value of non-verbal communication and body language.

Through the IPR model, counselors

became aware of the significant information rendered through

non-verbal responses conveying both content and affect
(Kagan and Krathwohl 1967)

.

This model also seems to
"It appears

accelerate stages of the counseling process.

to disrupt impasses and plateaus which hinder counseling

or psychotherapy progress" (Kagan et al

.

1965 1-1*7)
:

.

It ha^

been concluded by the researchers that the most important
the role
variable in the process was the IPR itself and not

obtained during
played by the interrogator, that the insights

.

.
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recall were valid, and that the procedure
continued to
provide insights over time with mature and
sophisticated
clients

Various modifications of the basic IPR model have
been
implemented in recent years with the most notable and successful being a training program based on the learning of
skills through the completion of specified developmental
tasks.

The entire IPR method is on film and videotape and

participants do not need to have any knowledge of previous

personality theory or previous experience in counseling or
psychotherapy.

The series consists of eight units, is

approximately six hours in length and requires about thirty
hours of a student's time.

The entire series can be leased

or purchased from Michigan State University's Instructional

Television Service and requires a supervisor to present
the materials and be accessible to trainees.

The program supposedly has consistently provided signi-

ficantly higher results than traditional training approaches
and has been successfully implemented with a variety of the

helping professions.

The design has been said to be effec-

tive across cultures and has been used in Turkey, Israel and

New Guinea.

It is claimed that with the film and instructor

manual it is possible for any clinical supervisor to

irnpleirtiit

this new IPR design (Kagan 1973)

technologies
This detailed IPR system employs the modern

physiological
of videotape playback, film simulations and

.

:
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recording and is akin to the theory of
microcounseling in
that it is "in favor of modifying only highly
delimited
aspects of interpersonal functioning which can
be behaviorally
specified and reliably treated" (Kagan 1972:2).
In order
the reader a clear sense of the occurrences that

take place in the eight units comprising this method,

I

will include a typescript of a portion of the opening statement contained in the first film.

The narrator is summarizing

the teaching strategy for trainees

We will help you achieve these skills through
a series of specific learning experiences, each
of which is designed to help you achieve a
certain dynamic interviewer developmental task.
Let me explain.
In Unit I we will acquaint you
with specific response modes of effective interviewer communication. We will discuss the logical
effects of using such responses and provide you
with some exercises so that you become able to
incorporate these elements of communication into
In the second
your interviews and encounters
unit specific stimulus material will be provided
to help you become more sensitive to client concerns by looking at ways in which other people
may threaten you. You will be encouraged to
look at different kinds of interpersonal situations in order to come to know better the kinds
of stresses which are most difficult for you to
deal with, to give you an opportunity to think
through and become less threatened by these.
In the third unit you will be encouraged to
look closely at your own interview behavior by
means of stimulated recall using videotape (IPR)
You will be able to examine ways in which you
You
fail to behave the way you would like to.
yourself-to
on
in
tune
to
will be encouraged
look as deeply as you can and learn tnrough
selfstudy the specifics of your own areas of
interpersonal frustration and ineffectiveness.
In subsequent sessions during Unit III you will
become better able to recognize, talk about and
overcome what had been areas of stress and 1
In the fourth unit, you will
ficulty for you.
.

.

.
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be taught the inquirer role.
(We will tell
you more about that later, of course.)
This
will enable you to supervise each other in
Interpersonal Process Recall sessions or to
conduct recall sessions with each other's
clients.
One of the most immediate outcomes
of such inquirer training is that you will
learn new ways to help people think about themselves.
You will also find that certain kinds
of assertive interviewer behavior can be very
productive.
In Unit V you will be put into
situations in which it will be possible to
learn more about client communications -that is
to get direct feedback from clients about the
effect of an interviewer on them.
,

This will be accomplished by having you serve
as inquirers for each other's clients.
You will
each conduct an interview. After the interview
a fellow trainee will review a videotape recording of that interview with your client.
Later
you will review a tape like this with his client.
It can be quite an experience.
In the sixth
unit, you will be taught how to use the ongoing
interview as a vehicle not only for understanding the life style of the client you are with
but how to change his relationship with you.
You will be taught how to use the here-and-now
ongoing relationship as a means to enable you
to understand the person you are working with
and to help that person understand himself.
Finally, there is a summary and theory unit.

A number of studies have been conducted that evaluate
the worth of the IPR film program and in a recent review in

the Personnel and Guidance Journal it was stated that

'Norman

Kagan has developed an excellent experiential program for

developing effective communication and interviewing skills
among counselors, psychiatrists

,

psychologists and social

The only drawback cited was the

workers" (Lee 1973:428).

and
cost of the program-manual $10.00, film program $225.00

videotape program $1 825 00-and the necessary audiovisual
,

equipment

.

:
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A version of this model was used by
Spivack and Kagan
(1972) in a master’s level pre-practicum course.
Students

trained with IPR showed significant positive
differences

compared to students trained with

a

after fifteen hours of training.

These findings were repli-

traditional approach

cated in the subsequent practicum course.
Dendy (1971) trained undergraduate residence hall assistants with videotape techniques and the IPR design for

fifty hours over a six month period.

These students showed

significant improvement in interviewing skills and showed

growth on a sensitivity scale.

An interesting aspect of

this study was that independent judges rated the student's

interviewing skills and also rated tapes of counselors with
Ph.D.'s prior to the beginning of the program.

interviewed were from the same population.
IPR program the Ph.D.

's

The clients

Prior to the

were rated much higher but after

students received fifty hours of training the judges found

no significant differences between the groups in relation
to empathy and basic therapeutic skills.

Dendy found the following questions to be most useful
for the inquirer to ask the counselor
1.

What do you think the client was trying to say?

2.

What do you think the client was feeling at this

period?
3.

Can you pick up any clues from the non-verbal

behavior?

.
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4.

What was running through your mind
when the client
said that?

5.

Can you recall some of the feelings
you were having
then?

6.

Was there anything that prevented you from.
sharing
some of your feelings and concerns about the
person?

7.

If you had another chance, would you like to
have

said something different?
8.

10.

What kind of risk would there have been if you said

what you really wanted to say?
9.

What kind of person do you want the client to see
you as?

What do you think the client's perceptions are of you?

Archer (1971)

,

while a doctoral candidate along with

Dendy at Michigan State University, employed the same undergraduates mentioned in the previous study to train other

undergraduates in interpersonal communication skills using
and IPR videotape feedback/affect simulation training model.
The peer-instructed students scored higher than a no-treatment

group and higher than students who participated in an enThe IPR method was

counter group of approximate duration.

also successfully used to accelerate client progress in

counseling (Schauble 1970) and to facilitate client growth
in group counseling (Hartson 1971)

There is current research however

,

that indicates that the

IPR methodology may not be as diverse as proclaimed.

Heiserman
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1971 ) compared an IPR design to cognitive-classroom
teaching methods in the training of counselors who
were courtcase workers. No significant results were obtained
with
(

the IPR design.

Munoz (1971) did not attain significant

results using IPR in group psychotherapy with alcoholics.
Perhaps the most relevant research is Fred Bradley's
(

1974 ) attempt to study the influence of a modified IPR

training method on the counseling dimensions of level of
regard, empathic understanding, unconditionality of regard

and congruence.
The research problem was to investigate the
influence of the IPR technique of practicum
supervision on the counselor trainees perceived offering of facilitative conditions
during counseling. Evaluation was undertaken
through the use of the Relationship Inventory
developed by Barrett -Lennard (1962, 1969, 1970)
and designed to measure client perception of
the offering of the facilitative conditions.
Through the introduction of systematic IPR
treatments into the counseling interview
structure and with the employment of preand postexperiment client evaluation by means
of the Relationship Inventory an attempt was
made to determine the effect this method of
supervision had on counselor's effectiveness
in offering the conditions.
'

Bradley 1974:35.
The results indicated that IPR does not produce greater

development in the ability of trainees to communicate the
facilitati

re

conditions than other approaches, in fact it

resistant
was postulated that the IPR method may produce

behavior on the part of the client and student-counselor.

^

^

+
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The author suspected that one of the reasons
for this
outcome was the threatening effect of videotape
equipment
on trainees.

Recently Gelso (1974:5) thoroughly analyzed the

research on audio and video recording and concluded that
"audio and, in particular, video recording has an inhibitory

effect on clients and counselors".

I

think it is worthwhile

to specify the particular conclusions Gelso (1974) reached

in his survey:
1. A client's consent to be recorded is
probably a poor indication of whether he will
be affected by the procedure.
Nearly all clients
will comply, especially when questions of confidentiality are dealth with.
2. On the whole, recording (especially video)
appears to inhibit client self-expression and to
increase defensiveness.
3. The effects of recording seem to persist
across at least a few sessions. We do not know
when, if ever, the effects do dissipate.
4. Clients expect recording to be much more
In addition, alinhibiting than it actually is.
though personal-adjustment clients anticipate
being more affected by recording than do educational-vocational clients, they are in fact probably more resistant to such inhibition.
5. The effects of recording depend on clients'
problem type. Both video and audio recording
inhibit self -exploration in educational-vocational
clients, although only video recording inhibits
personal-adjustment clients. When inhibited, however, personal-adjustment clients feel more negaEducational-vocationa-L
tive about their counseling,
when inhibited.
negative
more
clients do not feel
seem to undertraits
6. Certain personality
due to
inhibition
of
lie clients' self-reports
recording.
by re7. Counselors themselves era affected
f.on
is
cording, at least when such recording
Counselors, however, ^end
supervisory purposes.
on
to be insensitive to the effects of recording
In fact, counselors may actually
their clients.
interpret client inhibition as increased seliexploration.
(p. 10)
_

^

,
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It seems evident that the use of videotape
within the

IPR framework does allow counselors to gain
insight into
the client s world and also provides student-counselors

with a great deal of feedback regarding their action
and
the consequences of these actions

could be overwhelming

,

.

This feedback however

and considering the possible nega-

tive effects of videotape

I

disagree with Kagan’s philosophy

that any clinical instructor should be able to implement the

IPR process (Kagan 1972)

.

This methodology demands a super-

visor who is keenly aware of the possible hazards of the
technology employed, and an individual who is capable of
sensing and understanding the struggles of the student-intraining.

Bradley has suggested that the nature of the super-

visor is probably more influential in terms of trainee growth
than anything else.

He suspects that certain supervisors

will maximize the effects of the IPR method.
If indeed the supervisor needs to be aware of the impact

of videotape on the counselor, it would then follow that the

interrogator must be cognizant of these effects
also apply to the client.

,

for they

As stated previously, Kagan feels

the key variable in the training process is the IPR itself,

not the role played by the interrogator.

In pxepaiation for

uO
the interrogation session the student is merely taught

use ’’clearly structured cues" and "assertive non-hostile
evocative
behavior" (Kagan 1972:12). Given the personal and

nature of the questions asked by the inquirer,

I

think it is

.
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crucial that this position be occupied by
a very humane
person who has an understanding of the
vulnerable position
the client has assumed.
It is not surprising that Kagan's design
does not

develop the facilitative conditions, for as in microcounsel>

the major emphasis is on the technique instead of on

the person.

The method is expected to be effective as long

as the instructor can read the manual,

the interrogator can

ask the appropriate questions and the student can master the

specified tasks.

Once again we are confronted with what can

be labeled as external development.

Kagan advocates learning through discovery in an ex-

periential educational environment.

He then proceeds to

contradict his stated position by teaching the student pre-

determined response modes to enhance therapeutic communication.

He is imposing his discoveries on students rather

than guiding them to ascertain their own meaning from the

situation

Kagan (1972:12) refers to the ideology of the videotape

playback as a "learning-by-discovery philosophy".

This may

be true to an extent depending upon how impressionable the

trainee is, for the student may decide to explore and con-

sequently resist being programmed.

Although

I

believe Kagan

intends to allow students the freedom to discover,

appears to be an unlikely occurrence.

'Jnis

,
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The research conducted to evaluate
the IPR training
method has indicated that the design can
be enlightening,
although its predicted value has not been
demonstrated.
The importance of the person utilizing the
method is underestimated as is the recipient of the training, the
^student.

The nucleus of the design is technology, therefore
its
success depends on whether or not the equipment is used
on the counselor-in-training or in his/her service.

Audio

and videotape have been revealed to be precarious tools
as I believe future research will declare physiological

recordings.

These instruments must be used with caution by

individuals who are aware of their powerful impact
are genuinely concerned with the welfare of users

,

.

and who
The

effectiveness of IPR would ultimately seem to depend on
the empathy, respect and genuineness of the facilitator

using the method.
The Didactic-Experiential Training Approach

This method, developed by Carkhuff, Truax and their

colleagues is probably the most relevant in terms of this
study for it was specifically designed to train and develop

counselors to function with high levels of respect or positive regard, empathic understanding and genuineness.

Since

the design was initially described (Truax, Carkhuff and

Douds 1964; Truax and Carkhuff 1967) it has been extended
change (Carkhuff
to focus on community development and social
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1971, Carkhuff 1972).

Most research however, refers to
the
basic didactic-experiential method and for
the most part I
will continue this trend. The rationale for
accentuating the

base approach is its similarity in purpose to
organic development, and the conviction that key aspects of the
method
have

been consistently overlooked by the plethora of research
appraising its worth.
In general,

the methodology in question can be understood

as an approach to training in counseling and psychotherapy

which supposedly integrates the didactic-intellectual approach,
which emphasizes the shaping of therapist behavior, with the
experiential approach, which focuses upon therapist develop-

ment and emotional growth (Carkhuff and Truax 1965:333-336).
The sequential units of the training program have been sum-

marized by Matarazzo (1971:901).
1.

Students were given an extensive reading list fol-

lowed by a "theory" examination.
2.

They completed twenty-five hours time listening to

taped individual and group psychotherapy sessions to

increase their response repertoire.
3.

The rated excerpts from these tapes on the scales

of "Accurate Empathy", "Nonpossessive Warmth" and

"Genuineness".

Some of the excerpts had already been

rated by "experts", sc that the student could obtain
feedback (consensual validation) in the accuracy of
his ratings.

.
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4.

They practiced making responses to tape
recorded

patient statements (especially empathic responses)
This was done in a group, competitively, and
students

were called upon randomly to assure vigilance and
develop facility in verbalizing as well as in understanding.

Training in warmth of tone was added as

soon as empathy level was satisfactory.
5.

Outside of class, pairs of students alternated

playing "therapist" and "patient" roles in sessions
that were recorded and brought to supervisory sessions.

Parts of the tape were played back and rated on the

therapeutic conditions scales by the supervisor and
trainees, as a group, providing feedback for the in-

dividual student-therapist.
6.

After achieving minimal levels of therapeutic con-

ditions, the students had single interviews with real

patients, with the goal of establishing "a good thera-

peutic relationship" and facilitating deep self -exploration.

The interviews were tape recorded and samples

were played back for rating by the student, his peers
and the supervisor, to promote the student's learning
of what specific behaviors contributed to or detracted

from
7.

"lis

therapeutic relationship.

theraAfter the students achieved minimal levels of

were
peutic conditions in single interviews, patients

assigned for continuing therapy.

Sessions were tape

.
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recorded, and periodic samples were evaluated
in the
supervisory session.
8.

On the sixth week of the program, quasi-group
therapy

was initiated with the students who met for two-hour
sessions once a week.

foundation of this intensive one-hundred hour program
is the assumption that "all human interactions between persons

designated by society as 'more knowing' and 'less knowing' may
have facilitative or retarding effects upon the 'less knowing'"
(Carkhuff and Berenson 1967:4).

The research indicates that

to a major degree the facilitative or retarding effects can

be accounted for by a core of dimensions which are supposedly

part of all human interaction processes.

These core dimensions are synonymous with the "necessary
and sufficient" conditions detailed by Rogers and appear, as

we have seen (Truax and Mitchell 1971)

any theroretical orientation.

,

to be independent of

In recent years additional

conditions have been specified but have not received the same

degree of research verification: concreteness, confrontation,

immediacy (Carkhuff 1969, 1971, 1972), persuasive potency,
focusing on the client's defense mechanisms and focusing on
the client's sources of threat and anxiety (Truax et al

.
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Truax 1969a 1969b)
deThe facilitative conditions have been operationally
in order
fined and integrated into five-point rating scales

student-counselors
to assess the therapeutic communication of
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(Truax and Carkhuff 1967, 1967; Carkhuff and
Berenson 1967;
Carkhuff 1969).
On the five-point scales, level 3 is
defined
as the minimally facilitative level of
interpersonal functioning.

At level

instance

,

3

of the empathic understanding scale for

the counselor responds to the client but is not

aware of who the client is or of what the client is really
like underneatn

.

At level 5, the counselor responds with

full awareness of the client and has a comprehensive and

accurate empathic understanding of the client's deepest feelings.

"At a low level of accurate empathy the therapist may

go off on a tangent of his own or may misinterpret what the

patient is feeling" (Truax and Carkhuff 1967:46).
Respect or positive regard in the therapeutic relationship is defined as the counselor's communication of a positive

respect or concern for the client's feelings, experiences
and potentials.

Levels below

3

are characterized by a

lacK.

of respect or negative regard.

Therapist genuineness is defined at minimally facilitative levels as counselors providing no discrepancies between

what they verbalize and what other cues indicate they are
feeling, while also providing no positive cues to indicate

really genuine responses to the client.

At level

5,

counse-

lor's expressions indicate that they are freely and deeply

themselves in their relationships with their clients; they
are open
are completely spontaneous in their interactions and
to diverse experiences.

The crucial importance of this dimen

.

.
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sion is expressed by Carkhuff and Berenson,
"If there can
be no authenticity in therapy, then there can
be no authenticity in life" (1967:29).
is felt that effective people can be recognized
by

the quality of the responses they emit (Carkhuff 1972)

Individuals in the general public, when in the helping role,

supposedly function midway between levels

Carkhuff 1967)

.

1

and

2

(Martin and

It has been shown that college freshman

function at levels of facilitative dimensions similar to
the levels of the general public (Carkhuff, Piaget and

Pierce 1968)

,

while senior psychology and education majors

function almost at level
1967)

.

2

(Piaget, Berenson and Carkhuff

Graduate students in the helping professions enter

graduate school functioning slightly higher than level

2

and

apparently their ability to communicate effectively decreases
over the course of their training (Carkhuff, Kratochvil and

Friel 1968)

When we look at the data, we find that while
there are no training programs which have
demonstrated their efficacy in terms of a
translation to client benefits, there is a
suggestion that on those dimensions related
to constructive client change or gain, the
trainees deteriorate in functioning.
Carkhuff and Berenson 1967:14.
It follows then,

that the goal of this training approach

the core diis to develop individuals who can communicate

mensions at maximal levels.

Truax and Carkhuff (1967.239)

can become
are of the opinion that experiential schools

^
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more effective by realizing the potential
value of controlling student behavior, and the didactic
school of

thought can increase its efficiency by offering
the student
facilitative conditrlons during training. The
communication
of empathic understanding, respect and
genuineness
are con-

%

sidered to be essential therapeutic skills that can be

learned through this integrated training mode which emphasizes

learning theory principles and the content of the student-

supervisor relationship.
Since the training of a therapist involves
constructive changes in interpersonal skills,
the supervisor should provide him with empathic
understanding and nonpossessive warmth in a
relationship characterized by transparency and
genuineness.
But training can offer more than
just the conditions and a ’role model'.

The trainee can learn to implement accurate
empathic understanding, nonpossessive warmth
and genuineness in much the same way that people
It may
learn to drive a car or play bridge.
be more demanding, much more complicated, and
involve more of himself, but the process of
learning is similar. He can be told concretely
and specifically some things to do or try; he
can be told some things not to do. He can be
given practice in role-playing, just as the
beginning motorist makes a 'dry run' with the
engine turned off or the beginning bridge player
is dealt a trial hand with the cards face up
He can observe experienced therapists and build
up a storehouse of things he might do or say,
just as the beginning motorist sits next to
the driver and watches or the beginning bridge
player observes and asks questions. The trainee s
role-playing can be interrupted moment -by -moment
to tell him what he is doing right and wrong.
Finally, he can learn from his own experience of
success and failure and develop his own unique
style, so that his skill becomes truly a part of
himself and no longer a mere mechanical technique.
.

,

Truax and Carkhuff 1967:239.
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It is felt that the student-counselor
can only rise to

the facilitative level of the trainee (Carkhuff
1969)

The

success of the training process is dependent on
the behavior
of the instructor and on the atmosphere that is
subsequently

established as a result of this behavior.

M

The trainer must

be whole or in the process of becoming whole, for his limita-

tions place limitations on the growth and development of the

trainee and his fullness makes fullness possible in the
trainee

(Carkhuff and Berenson 1967 :205)

.

The educator is

viewed as an individual who presents viable alternatives to
students and is expected to respect the student's individuality
and freedom of choice.

While the teacher has not simply an opportunity
but also a responsibility to expose the student
in depth to his own orientation, education is
seen as just that, exposure rather than indocWe must leave him his most facilitrination.
tative self-but himself-not o ur ghost emulating
a set of our techniques... The happiest circumstance that I could image in counseling training
at this point in our development would be for
some trainees to evolve favorably disposed toward
behavior therapy, some to psychoanalytic and some,
client-centered with each open to the contribution
of the other approach and all taking part in a
concerted effort to improve the efficacy of the
counseling process.

Carkhuff 1967:5.
There has been an abundance of research conducted by

Carkhuff and his colleagues to evaluate the worth of the

didactic-experiential method.

In general, the results of

individuals
the studies indicate that diverse groups of

counseling
trained in this intensive program do develop

.

*
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relationships characterized by levels of
the facilitative
conditions that approximate or exceed those
of professional
counselors and psychotherapists (Truax and
Carkhuff
1967;

Carkhuff and Berenson 1967; Carkhuff 1969).
Truax and Carkhuff (1964, 1967) have found the
rating
scales previously described, to consistently measure
the

degree to which the core dimensions are present in thera-

peutic relationships

,

and also have found these scales to

correlate positively with client improvement as measured by

standard psychological test.

Investigators using the rating

scales, or written responses of students to stimulus state-

ments of clients, have produced data to support the value of
this mode of training.

There now exists a number of studies (reviewed
in Truax and Carkhuff 1967) which indicate that
trainees (both professional and non-professional
counselors) can be brought to a level of interpersonal skill that is (1) nearly commensurate
with that of highly experienced and effective
counselors; (2) significantly above that of
postpracticum and postinternship trainees in
counseling and psychotherapy at major universities
involved in doctoral training; and (3) effective
in producing significant positive changes in
mildly and severely disturbed clients. Taken
together, the available evidence strongly suggests positive benefit for this approach to
training

Truax and Mitchell 1971:340.

However in a recent examination of this

evidence

,

Gormally and Hill (1974:539) cite numerous research studies
that conjointly question the validity of the

massive, com-

Carkhuff
plex and diffuse body of literature” accumulated by

.

,
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and his associates.

The majority of the studies

I

am about

to refer to are contained in the Gormally
and Hill review,

and the reader may refer to their article for further
knowl-

edge of the findings

I

will summarize.

Three of the common sources of measurement adopted to

evaluate the teaching design in question are the use of

written responses to written stimulus statements (e.g.
Anthony and Wain 1971) or audiotaped stimulus statements
(e.g., Bierman, Carkhuff and Santilli 1972; Carkhuff 1969;

Collingwood 1969, 1971; Holder 1969; Pierce and Drasgour 1969).
Schroeder, Hill. Gormally and Anthony (1973) found that

student-counselors learn to write characteristic correct
empathic responses after six hours of training.

Greenburg

(1968) discovered that written and oral responses to client:

stimuli do not correlate, in general with responses of counselors to live clients.

Only high functioning counselors

showed an interconnection between responses to client stimuli
and to actual clients.

Butler and Hansen (1973) explored

the ability of trainees to retain learning and found that
the ratings of student-counselors written responses correlated

non- significantly with the ratings they received in follow-up
reports

Possibly trainees can write a stylistically
correct response but are unable to respond
empathically in an interview. .. learning to
communicate" empathically requires ^different and more difficult level ol skills uhan
writing a response.
Gormally and Hill 1974:542.

10A

In relation to the use of volunteer
clients to assess

the effectiveness of trainees in counseling
situations

,

it

was noted that student-counselors have interviewed
the same
volunteer client (Berenson, Carkhuff and Myrus

1966; Carkhuff,

Piaget and Pierce 1968; Kratochvil 1969).
Client level of self -exploration may be affected
by boredom, fatigue, passage of time, or when
they see a particular counselor as well as counselor skills. When a client is coached to discuss a standard problem, the self -exploration
process may be distorted because the client
might be more aware of what he is supposed to
be saying rather than reacting to the counselors' reponses.
Thus, studies which use
volunteer clients are not comparable to those
with real clients; this limits the meaning of
trainee changes in a volunteer client interview.

Gormally and Hill 1974:541-542.
The most often used measuring devise by the Carkhuff

group are the rating scales devised to measure empathy,

respect and genuineness.

Recent inquiries attempting to

evaluate the validity of these scales have led to confounding results.

Kiesler (1966) found that judges, who were

inexperienced in relation to counseling, and clients, were
in agreement in terms of their perceptions of counseling

according to the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory.
These perceptions however, tended to be in opposition to
the perceptions of the counselor.

McWhirter (1973) reasoned

they
that the value of objective judges were minimal, for

relationseemed to have little knowledge of the counseling
ship

.
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Kurtz and Grummcn (1972) uncovered the
only relationship that correlated with the outcome
of counseling,
this

being the client’s perception of the degree
of empathy offered by the counselor.
Caracena and Vicory

(1969) studied

client perception of empathy and concluded that
clients do
not distort their perceptions of empathy but lack
training
in differentiating conditions on the rating scales

.

This

view is in opposition to Carkhuff and Burstein (1970) and
Melnick and Pierce (1971) who feel that clients cannot be
considered precise judges.
Carkhuff has decided that the people who are most fitted
to serve as raters of the scales are those persons who function

at high levels of the core dimensions (Cannon and Carkhuff

1969)

.

He has invented an Index of Discrimination (1969)

which measures a person’s ability to discriminate between
persons who communicate at high and low levels.

This index

is currently being used for selecting students for counselor

training programs, and,

I

imagine it will be applied to select-

ing judges for the rating scales.

The validity of this index

has not been conclusively established.

Adding to the skepticism regarding the reliability of
the rating scales

,

it has been indicated that studies not

employing this measurement have not reported significant
results in evaluating the didactic-experiential training

method (Carkhuff and Bierman 1970; Kratochvil, Carkhuff and
Berenson 1969; Pagell, Carkhuff and Berenson 1967).

.
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Also, efforts to establish a relationship
between the

training of the student-counselor and client
improvement have
not been decisive.
It seems logical to question the consistent positive results the scales have rendered, especially

considering that the majority of the research was conducted
by individuals who support the methodology being investigated.

We are left then, with the untenable assumption that written

responses will automatically be implemented.

Volunteer clients

are less than adequate, and judges of the rating scales and
the scales themselves are contestable means of evaluation.

The reported success of
is disputable,

the.

Truax and Carkhuff design

due to the uncertain credibility of the evalua-

tive measures discussed above.

A greatly overlooked deficiency

in the design though, is the discrepant behavior of its creators.

Discrepant in the sense that there is an obvious difference
between their purported ideology and their actual behavior

A great deal of the studies attempting to ascertain this
design's merit have undervalued this factor.

In an uncommon

appraisal of the Truax and Carkhuff approach, Calia (1974)

insightfully informs the reader of a number of questionable
areas regarding this model.

I

will summarize his findings

for I feel they are accurate and thus deserve mention.
1.

Truax and Carkhuff attempted to operationalize the

Carl
helping experience and in the process of systematizing
philosophically
Roger's work they reconstructed a model that is

antithetical to Rogersian precepts.

.
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2.

Despite Carkhuff’

s

claim that the core conditions

of helping can be applied to all
theories, his behavioristic
methods used for shaping client behavior
are quite incompatible with existential modes of counseling.

Confining the helping process to a series of
graded
steps negates the importance of the inspirational
and
3.

humanistic components of therapists' conditions.
4.

The notion that carefully contrived and routine manip-

ulation of client responses will result in spontaneous and
authentic behavior is a paradoxical one to say the least.
5.

The acquisition of skills may give individuals potent

weapons for acting on faulty perceptions of the world or for

moving toward mistaken goals (e.g., power, revenge).
6.

This training design is shaping a generation of look-

alikes, viz., empathic, respectful, genuine persons.

It

may be successful in programming the steps one must pursue
to look like a Rogers,
7.

Carkhuff'

s

Carkhuff or Truax.

conception of counseling is presented as

dogma, discounting the possibilities of alternative appoaches
8.

Assimilating technique or programmatic skills calls

for emulating the behavior of some model, this concentration
on technique involves substituting one's goal of helping the

client with the goal of simulating another's behavior.
9.

Focusing on technique is often an excuse to avoid

struggling with one's own sense of striving and resourcefulness

.
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The theoretical foundation of the
didactic-experiential
method, based on the results of research
studies revealing
the essential ingredients of effective
counseling,
is cer-

tainly commendable and encouraging.

The training design,

supposedly an eclectic counseling framework, is
implemented
by instructors who in theory respect and offer facilitative

conditions to students as they guide them in developing their
own unique counseling style.

These suppositions, as Calia's

insights reveal, unfortunately remain verbal assertions that
are never actualized.

The author's description of their

methodology is quite unlike the actual occurrences that take
place during the course of training.

The framework is not

eclectic, it is obviously a behavioral design which shapes
and conditions student behavior.
It is not applicable to all theories

,

for it contradicts

the essence of humanistic or existential approaches.

The

true existentialist would not condone the procedure of

facilitators encouraging students to compete with one another
in a contest of "who can respond with the most empathy".
It appears that the authors believe that after students

master the highest quality of responses they will go on to
develop unique styles of counseling.
to assume

;

I

think it is logical

;hat it is very difficult to behave in a programmed

manner, and remain unique at the same time.

The most regre li-

more difable aspect of this training is that it may be even
one's
ficult to unlearn conditioned responses and discover

own manner of relating.
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Truax and Carkhuff state that
instructors must respect
and empathically understand students,
and it
appears that

the effect of this method would, in
fact, depend on the
degree to which instructors possess these
capacities.

The intent of the didactic-experiential design
° * is undoubtedly praiseworthy, yet its success depends on
the human-

ness and creativity of the instructors who use it.

There

are no models of counselor training that can assure effective
or benign results, it is ultimately the manner in which the

model is utilized that determines its values.
Summary and Conclusions
The research that has attempted to evaluate the effects
of various counselor training designs and the counseling

relationship itself, does appear to have certain limitations.
In order to measure counseling and training effectiveness

we must be cognizant of the purposes of training and counseling as perceived by the researcher.

We must also realize

that variables cannot be rigorously controlled as in the

laboratory and that the applicability, in this instance,
of

a.

research model drawn from the physical sciences

doubtful.

is

"Control groups" probably ought to be called

"comparison groups" for the "lack of maximum contrast in

experimental conditions is a pitfall in field-related research
that cannot be completely remedied" (Bradley 19/4:38).

.

.
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Nonetheless, if we do not demand a measure
of proof
that cannot be forthcoming by the very nature
of

the subject

being investigated, then it seems clear that there
is persuasive evidence in the literature that the effective

practice

of counseling and psychotherapy is related to such human

attributes as congruence and genuineness, respect or positive

regard and empathic understanding (Truax and Mitchell 1971)

Unfortunately many counselor education programs do not appear
to consider these qualities as the basic foundation of training.

There is evidence, included in this chapter, that indi-

cates that students highest in these qualities tend to receive
the lowest grades in graduate school.

Some educators have realized that traditional training

methods have not been particularly successful in producing
effective counselors and psychotherapists.

Research findings

have supported this position, and consequently has led to
attempts to stress the experiential aspects of training.
There is a considerable body of literature that establishes
the value of experiential training.

However the three methods

detailed in this chapter appear to defeat their own stated

purpose
The ideology of these systems is certainly commendable,
for they have shifted the emphasis in counselor education

development or
from theory and patient psychodynamics to the
empathy, positive
the research verified qualities of accurate
conditions in the
regard, authenticity and other therapeutic

,

Ill

trainee.

I

think it is apparent though, that the
authors

of these designs have underestimated the
process by which
persons realize their potential to feel, and express
the

humanness

within them.

They have instead concentrated

on the quickest manner by which they can produce empathic

respectful sounding counselors.

They have reduced

a

very

complex procedure into an unrealistically simplistic one.
The major emphasis of these methodologies is on externals

rather than on the person engaged in training.
tion of key af f ective words

The acquisi-

expert response modes

,

,

or high

rated empathic statements does not, even if learned perfectly,
amount to genuine, respectful, empathic behavior.

The student

is merely learning to master retention and acting techniques.

For instance, the trainee first views the expert demonstrating
the proper behavior, then imitates this behavior until the

supervisor judges his/her actions as satisfactory.

The student

soon learns how to "act" genuine without undergoing any

internal changes

.

The demeanor of the trainer can be copied

in relatively short periods

,

however the benefits of these

methods of training appear to be superficial, for they diminish
over a period of time.
In summary, these authors have focused upon a most dif-

ficult problem and

I

am appreciative of the imaginative ax-

tematives they have presented.
through the literature

I

As a result of my journey

have reconfirmed my conviction that

respect for the
students need organic training that embodies
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learner and provides opportunities for students
to explore
themselves in a natural manner.
In the final analysis, I

believe the degree to which, this is accomplished is
not

necessarily dependent upon the methodology or technology
utilized

,

but rather on the real intent capacity of the

instructor to accomplish these ends regardless of the method
employed.

.
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CHAPTER

V

MAIN STUDY

Teaching is the noblest professionif it can be called a profession at
all.
It is an art that requires, not
just intellectual attainments, but
infinite patience and love. To be
truly educated is to understand our
relationship to all things-to money,
to property, to people, to naturein the vast field of our existence.
J. Krishnamurti
The Life Ahead
,

Introduction
The reader has journeyed with me in the evolutionary

process that resulted in organic development.

The travel

began with an in depth examination of the conditions that
fostered my own learning and then moved forward to the

application of these conditions in the pilot study.

Next,

we inspected the road traveled by noted contemporaries
In my case,

it was an event that resulted in new learnings

and the re-confirmation of convictions that have emerged

from my experience.
As previously stated

I

believe counselor educators

need to implement organic means of training that exhibit
a

deep and authentic regard for students.

It is also

necessary that they allow trainees the freedom to explore
themselves and the counseling relationship in a natural,

uncontrived manner.

Ultimately however, tne

fai.e

of any

and
training program is largely dependent on the ability

A

.
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intentions of the educator.

Successful training is contin-

gent upon the instructor’s capacity to relate
to her/his
students in a genuine, respectful, empathic manner.
These
beliefs are rooted in my experience and have been
strength-

ened through the examination of the literature.

We will now

inspect one mode of organic education that is based on the

convictions mentioned above.
The setting of this principal study bears close resem-

blance to its pilot.

Organic development was implemented

with eighteen graduate students enrolled in the course,
"Counseling Techniques" at Southern Connecticut State
College in the Fall of 1974.

The nature of the graduate

school of this college is described in Chapter III and the

reader can thus refer to that section for that information.
The makeup of this group is similar to that of the students

comprised in the pilot study.

The demographic details of

both groups are presented in Table
I

1 on

page 115.

was assisted in facilitating this course by my close

personal friend and, at the time, fellow doctoral candidate,

Barbara DeFrank.

Barbara has since completed her Ph.D. in

counseling psychology and is an Assistant Professor in tne

Counseling and School Psychology Department of Southern
Connecticut State College.
"Counseling
The fifteen two hour meetings that comprise
of
Techniques" can be generally divided into three blocks

sessions
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TABLE

1

A comparison of the characteristics of the
individuals
included in the pilot study and principal study
are presented
below.

Pilot

Number

Principal

24

17

16

11

3

2

0

3

5

1

9

10

15

7

15

7

Clerical

2

2

Housewife

2

2

Sales

0

1

Unemployed

5

5

Graduate Program
Counselor Education M.S.
School Psychology M.S.
School Psychology C.A.G.S
Other

Marital St atus

Married
Single

Occupation

Professional

Residence
Connecticut Resident

24

Life Time Connecticut Resident 20

Mean Age
Females
Males

25

28

13

10

11

7
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Our first three meetings were devoted
to support building, while sessions four through
twelve centered on the

triadic counselor, client, observer procedure.

At this time

we also viewed various counseling demonstrations.

In the

last three sessions of the semester the triadic
procedure

was continued in the first hour of class, while in
the remaining hour we focused on clarifying the student's
system
of counseling.

Trainees also compiled and submitted journal

writings throughout the semester.

The components of the

course will be described in detail in the following section.
In this chapter

,

we will also examine the measuring

devices used to assess the training design.

Lastly, a results

and an evaluation section will present and appraise the

accumulated data, respectively.
Description
As stated earlier, the first sequence of meetings con-

sisted of support building.

I

maintain the view shared by

Carl Rogers (1972:150) that "many people have an intuitive

capacity for helping-a capacity which equals that of the
best trained therapist -and can release it in a climate in
One of the

which they feel freedom to act spontaneously".
main objectives of this course was to develop

a

climate in

which people do feel this freedom to act spontaneously.
Rogers (1951) emphasized the need for counselor educators to

provide for their students the same 'necessary and sufficient
conditions they must provide for effective counseling.
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He was referring to an instructional
environment in which
students in training would perceive their
facilitators as
empathically understanding, respectful and,
most important,
genuine.
These concepts are "interdependent and logically
related" (Meador and Rogers, 1973:126) thus
exhibiting one

behavior to the exclusion of the others does not suffice.
The rationale of support building is based on the finding
that a setting, which is characterized by these circum-

stances in their entirety, is crucial to deep-seated learning and the results of the pilot study substantiate this
view.

Support building is then operationally defined as

a group situation in which members provide or work toward

providing for each other, the atmosphere described above.
The research of Bergin (1970)

,

Ivey (1974)

,

Rogers

(1951, 1957) and Truax and Carkhuff (1967) has placed due

emphasis on the dynamic of "modeling" in counselor education.
The word has been used to describe the attitude and conduct
of supervisors exhibiting the "necessary" provisions for

their students.

"Modeling", however

does not precisely

,

describe the behavior in question for it connotes imitating
or copying someone or something.

The term "reflexive co-

herence" coined by Jack Wideman (1970 iii) most accurately
:

depicts the concept the researchers mentioned and

referring to.

I

am
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The term reflexive coherence is used to
denote the extent to which a counselor education
program itself expresses the educator’s own
stated convictions about the nature of man
and how he learns.
The data available indicate
that ref lexiyely coherent programs multiply
and
deepen learning, while reflexively incoherent
programs tend to be least effective, even damaging, because of built in self-contradictions
and mixed-messages.
iii)
(p
.

The incongruency of failing to "own" part of the

behavior one is prescribing for students does have powerful
implications and is a factor that can mitigate the support

evolving throughout the duration of the course.
be naive of me to assume that

I

It would

am not influential in terms

of the tone that permeates our meetings.

The issue then is

not whether

I

influence.

It is extremely important that I am as genuine

influence the group or not, but what is the

as possible and any facilitator using this method would

have to do the same.

If I am asking members of the group

to be authentic and to receive feedback on their style of

relating,

I

must also be subject to this framework or

double standard is set.

a

Facilitators must be part of the

system they ask others to adhere to, if not, they are

peripheral to the process they employ.

They are not teach-

ing from deep within-organically-and this contradiction

deters the unfolding of their students' potential.
I

had intended, while planning the course design, to

prior to
meet with group members for two consecutive days
school.
the scheduled opening date of the graduate

Five

in
hour daily sessions were to be spent in "encounter"

a
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livingroom setting in my home away from
the sterile classroom provided for the course by the college.

Due to insur-

ance complications and administrative policy
this concept
never materialized. The idea, nonetheless, was
spawned by
the influx or proposals from pilot students stating
the need

for a more intense intitial experience.

It became evident

as the pilot semester progressed that some students did not

fsel familiar wrth each other and were less likely to take

risks with strange people.

Triads became close knit units

in which members seemed to give and receive feedback non-

def ensively

.

A majority of the people remained in the same

traid each week and only a few were mobile participants.
In the small groups, members appeared comfortable and

trusting, while the feedback given to the counselor tended
to be constructive.

The large group meetings were intermit-

tently typified by defensiveness, anxiety and critical feedback.

We decided to devote one hour of class time to brain-

storming in order to understand and determine the reasons
for this obvious difference in behavior between triad and

large group meetings.

The students concluded that there

apparently existed a causal relationship between unfamiliarity,
anxiety level and type of feedback given.

It seemed that

the more u.ifamiliar people felt with each other, the higher

their anxiety level rose.

This anxiousness inadvertently

influenced the essence of the feedback bestowed on each
other.

allow
The two day encounter notion was created to
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us to spend time with each other
in a very personal and
meaningful manner, with the aspiration
of diminishing the

uneasiness that accompanies feelings of
alienation.
Since this idea was regretfully

abandoned, we were

forced to work within the confines of the
classroom in the
weekly two hour regularly scheduled sessions.

This limita-

tion made it necessary to accentuate the
importance of

nuturing atmosphere.

a

It was imperative to emphasize from

the onset that we need to cultivate each other’s learning.
I

explained how my teaching style is an outgrowth of

the counseling system

necessary for a client
growth of the student.

employ.

I
'

s

I

believe the conditions

growth are also necessary for the
We consequently spent the first block

of sessions on improving our listening ability, examining

our manner of giving feedback, exploring our value system
and,

in a general sense, encountering each other.

No student

was told how to listen or how to give feedback nor what to
value.

Loose structures were set within which individuals

have an opportunity to interact and explore their unique

way of being helpful.

Empathic understanding, for instance,

may be a condition we all value in counseling.

The style

in which each counselor expresses this condition, is, however,

open and unquestionably subject to individual differences.
We as facilitators cultivate each students' original expression.

Hopefully, as group members experience the worth of

this process, they will be inspired to aid in the unraveling of their peers originality.

.
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Concurrent with the first endeavor, students
are asked
to write journals on the significant learnings
that
have

occurred for them in the course and on what they
have come
to value in counseling.
The use of the journal is best
substantiated by this student's comment:
The journal I find helpful in that by writing
my thoughts down I have to think them out
clearly rather than storing some half-baked
impressions in the back of my mind. Writing
a journal seems to give them more organization
and permanence.
It is good that the journal
is not required.

From Journal of Counselor Trainee, S.C.S.C.
Spring 1974.
The journal serves as a valuable means of self-expression
and the topics mentioned allow the students to examine their

own position as they write.
the pilot study,

I

As stated in the description of

again suggest that individuals compile a

log as partial fulfillment of the contracts we establish to

determine each student's grade.

These indi.vidualized agree-

ments are consummated before the sixth session and range from

composing a film on counseling strategies to writing
on the practical applications of Frankl

'

s

a paper

"Logotherapy"

In summary, the framework of the first block of sessions

was designed to build trust among group members and also to

allow for the natural emergence of each individual's "intuitive
capacity for helping" (Rogers, 1972).
The second block of sessions was primarily devoted to
students experienceing themselves as counselors.

The research

cf others has
of Bergin, Carkhuff, Matarazzo and a host
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conclusively established that trainees
learn more about
client dynamics experiential
ly through discovery

than through

demonstration or lecture.

One of the tenets of my method

of teaching is that the actual experience
of being a counselor is vital to each person's intrinsic
development.
It was at this point in the semester-fourth
session-that

we divided ourselves into triads for the first hour
of each
session.

One person assumed the role of counselor, the other

client and a third person functioned as a process person.

You

are familiar with this arrangement as it was the identical

form used in the pilot.
initial effort.
in this format.

Heeding the recommendations of that

increased the degree of structure maintained

I
I

suggested themes the person functioning

as client might personify.

I

selected issues that appeared

to be of recurrent concern to students, ranging from aspects

of the counseling session to enriching the lives of the

For instance, one session was devoted to ex-

handicapped.

perimenting with how to begin and terminate an interview,
another was spent exploring the complexities of counseling

blind people.

In order to realistically confront the latter

situation, we invited the college dormitory counselors, who

were working with blind students, to role-play their clients.
As stated in the pilot, we continued to take action instead

of intellectualizing at length about these issues.

Audio- and

videotape equipment were available to students if they desired
their use.

Barbara and

I

offered

to view and comment on video

our presence.
tape sessions if students felt comfortable with
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We deviated from the use of triads
occasionally, to
include an alter-ego for the client and
a consultant

for

the counselor.

This composition gave the beginning
coun-

selor an opportunity no seek help when an
impasses was
reached.
It seemingly reduced the fear of assuming
the

role of counselor, and became another means by
which indi-

viduals could realize the value of supporting each
other.
The role of the alter-ego, borrowed from psychodrama, cer-

tainly increased the self-awareness of the client and also

improved the perceptive skills of students.

The opinions

of the two observers often provided the counselor with

varying estimations of the proceedings, which lead students
to internalize the finding that feedback often reveals more

about the sender than the receiver.

Overall, the energy

level and degree of involvement in these hexads was sur-

prisingly high.

The dialogues were rich and marked by

enthusiasm.

We aspired at this time, to have developed through the

work of the first block of sessions,

a

foundation from which

we felt safe to function in these trial experiences.

I

emphasized throughout this period that we were experimenting,
and that we would learn much more if we felt we did not have
to be experts.

I

often took the risk of fumbling in the

presence of group members, striving to give people the freedom to fail by ostensibly giving myself this freedom.
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The pilot study indicated that through
the wealth of
feedback individuals received in their
triads they began
to identify those aspects of their
behavior that were previewed by classmates as helpful. They started
to realize
the interpersonal assumptions they were presently
bringing
to each situation and furthermore were assisted
in examining

the effectiveness or lack of effectiveness of these
assump-

tions

.

They also reported receiving much input from various

members styles of counseling.

The second hour of this

segment of the course is devoted to viewing demonstrations
of various therapeutic techniques and also to identifying

pertinent issues in the counseling situation.

This time

was theoretically a flexible hour in which direction emerged

from the needs of the group.

mendations of the pilot,

I

Heeding, once again, the recom-

was prepared to present a variety

of professional demonstrations.

Students had stated at the

conclusion of the first course that "display was missing".
This change in design was put into effect after conferring

with the principal group and learning that their desires
coincided with those of their predecessors.
Individuals expressed interest in viewing specific counseling orientations and also requested to be exposed to

innovative procedures in education.

We witnessed live pres-

entations of Re-Evaluation Counseling, Transactional Analysis,

Reality Therapy and we took part in workshops coriQucted in
Values Clarification and the Humanistic Education Model,

.
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The Trumpet".

We also viewed the three part film
edited
by Everet Shostrom, in which Carl Rogers
founder of

Client Centered Therapy; Fritz Peris founder
of Gestalt
Therapy; and Albert Ellis founder of Rational
Emotive

Therapy counseled the same client, Gloria.

At the conclusion

of this series the editor and Gloria reviewed the
methods

used and speculated on their effectiveness.

DeFrank and

1

Also, Barbara

separately demonstrated our counseling style

with volunteer clients from the group.

Lastly, we listened

to a one hour audiotape of an interview I conducted with a

Gestalt therapist at the University of Massachusetts.

It

consisted of a question and answer format, with the questions

being compiled from student queries regarding this therapy.
The philosophical stance

I

maintain in relation to

students-in-training developing a counseling technique is

accurately depicted by this passage from Frank Krause and
Donald Hendrickson's book, "Counseling Techniques with Youth".
If counselor educators subscribed to the experi-

ential rather than a strict didactic approach
to training, the prospective counselor would
be more likely to receive the necessary conditions conclusive for his self-exploration.
Rather than being programmed with the ’appropriate' technique, the trainee is provided
freedom to try out, modify and perhaps change
his counseling style or technique. This respect
for individuality helps to nurture in counseling students freedom to experience and willIhe
ingness to be flexible with clients.
then,
training
incounselorthe
responses of
orientatheoretical
particular
are not of any
tion but are personal, resulting from previous
effective counseling sessions. The trainee
soon discovers what changes a client's behavior
and, from that experience, hopefully a natural
.

,
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technique will develop. A practicing counselor, however, must continue to professionally
evaluate himself in relation to the total
therapeutic piocess. Therefore, his style or
technique will become modified and gradually
will mature. This then is our view of techniques
.

As a result of openness and freedom for selfexploration, the counselor-in-training forms
his own highly personal, natural technique.
Our purpose in presenting material on counseling technique is to reduce anxiety about
this subject by encouraging the counselor-intraining to continually evaluate his style or
method.
(1972:51-52)

This segment of the course was certainly

a

time when

students attempted to assimilate aspects of other modes of

counseling into their own.

This teaching design allowed

them to first explore the advantages and disadvantages of
their own manner, and then digest other therapeutic methods.

Their own nature was not abandoned in the merger, but served
as the foundation from which they evolved.

The third block of sessions-last three meetings-were

primarily devoted to clarifying the student's system of
counseling.

This was not to assume that individuals had

completely developed their system of counseling.

I

was

chiefly concerned with exploring what people had come to
prize in our experience together.

The beliefs and values

they
of counselors are rooted in the core of the therapy

employ.

and
We need to help students-in-training identify

process they
make explicit those facets of the therapeutic

maintain are absolutely necessary.
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The counselor's bed-rock values were
his/her modus
operandi
In order to give the reader a very
vivid account
of the importance of the value system in
therapy I quote
this young trainee's experience:
.

The very first time a client came to me with a
heavy personal problem, my first 'case', I was
struck with the question, 'Who am I to help this
person?'
All the theories I had learned just
crumbled and nothing emerged.
I felt lost in a
sea that I had created.
I had studied a lot of
processes of people I know and of myself, but
to be in on the processes of someone who was a
complete stranger, I just felt lost.
I don't
feel lost now.
I even got over being lost in
that first interview... Once I had waded in,
that first interview, my theory of counseling
escaped me and I fell back on a kind of automatic value system.
I hadn't planned it that
I don't even consider myself 'nondirecway.
tive' or 'reflective', but when I got into
trouble I began to listen to my client, I
tried to understand and help her clarify her
These were values I had learned in
feelings.
The first few minutes when I was
childhood.
feeling lost I was only thinking about myselfhow I was going to be, what I was going to do.
One thing I was sure of was that was not what
I began to tune in to
I wanted to be doing.
what my client was saying. Not too well at
first, but I told her I would do the best I
By the end of the interview we were
could.
both more comfortable and we had both put some
things about ourselves together.
,

Rogers and Wood, 1974:229.
It is evident that this student relied on those attributes

he had held in esteem throughout his life.

He discovered

techthrough this interview the foundation of his "natural

nique".

a
The implicit became explicit and he now has

framework from which he can build his theory.

I

would expect

coherent" system,
that if organic development is a "reflexively
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the values that trainees choose, as their
foundations will
be: respect, empathic understanding and
genuineness. We
can inspect the preciseness of this expectation
later in

the results section of this chapter.
In addition to identifying individual values
existent

in the counseling process

,

we continued to function in the

triad structure the first hour of each session.
to gear our feedback.,

in this segment

ceived the counselor possessing.

,

We attempted

to the values we Der-

The emphasis in the second

hour was centered on various activities that allowed people
to explore what they prized in their own counseling style.

We conducted small group discussions based on the material

compiled from the journal entry focusing on what the student

valued in counseling.

We also discussed the inferred values

apparent in class members counseling and we speculated on
the consequences of these attitudes.
In summary,

the intent of all three blocks of sessions

overlapped and hopefully so.

The development of support and

trust was on-going as was the experimenting with the role of
the counselor.

The third block, however, was aimed at help-

ing the student become aware of the basis of his "technique"

and its implications for counseling.
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Measuring Devices
The method chosen to measure student
learning and
the effects of organic development was, as
in the pilot
study, self-report.
As previously declared,
I

do not

believe that sophisticated graduate students can be
employed as innocent, naive subjects, and

I

also feel that

disguising the general purpose of this study would yield
distorted results.
Schultz (1969:217) has investigated the role of subjects in psychological research and has concluded that they

have been "mechanical objects to be poked, prodded, manipulated and measured" by the researcher.

They have been

viewed as objects responding passively to stimuli, but in
effect human subjects are active, aware and perceptive in
the experimental situation.

Jourard (1968) noted that

human beings who want to be informed and achieve

a

higher

degree of self-understanding feel deceived by experimenters,
and thus react defensively to insure protection from this
intrusion.

Kelman (1967) discussed the problem of deception

in psychological studies and concluded that subjects have

become suspicious and mistrustful, and these factors have
effected data results.

Experimenters do not customarily

reveal the approximate purpose of their studies and as
result subjects do not fully reveal themselves.

a

:
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Of course, our reasons for insisting on objectivity were in the hope that, 'unhampered' by
values and human emotion, we could see more
clearly the truth', but it may happen that
the pure, objective, disinterested curiosity
of the pure scientist could prove as dangerous
to human beings as the most malevolent dictator.
After all, the limits of pure science are not
Einstein and Newton, but rather the Nazi
'scientists' of the concentration camps or
the 'mad' scientists of Hollywood.
Science
for science's sake can be just as sick as art
for art's sake.
We too often forget the original
theorizers of science often thought science was
primarily a means to help the human race.
|

Welch and Rodwick, 1973:103.
The general component to be measured in this study was

self-awareness, or the student's inner experience of the

training situation.

We must then employ an internal frame

of reference in contrast to the external referant used by

the "objective" scientific approach.

Science has been an 'observe, examine, predict'
sort of procedure and it has always been from
It has been you or them looking
the outside in.
their terms with their methods
under
me,
or
us
at
and this is why
measurement,
and
observation
of
has simply
science
a
as
psychology,
traditional
has
psychology
Indeed,
man.
missed the whole
man
whole
the
of
unaware
generally been quite
more
no
was
existence
and has operated as if his
always
has
reality
Thus, scientific
than a myth.
been your perception of me, never my perception
been
of me, and what I can do for and with me has
can
you
what
relatively unimportant compared with
do to and for me.
,

Arbuckle
x

,

1975:59.

Rogers (i975)
believe the following statement by Carl

focusing on
will further clarify the need for an approach
the inner world of the student
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Empiricism will remain a part of our
but ior large areas of psychological science
knowledge
we need a mucn more human science
I'm not
sure what form that may take, but I
think it
W1 11 Tiot.be far from phenomenological.
We will
stop trying to look entirely at persons
from
the outside, and begin to try to understand
the individual's own phenomenal world.
I believe it is possible to do good empirical studies
based upon phenomenological data. We also need
more stress on naturalistic observation. I
feel. that psychology has endeavored to jump so
far into science in order to be comparable to
physics that it has become in many aspects a
scientism.
I don't believe that we're confronting the most fundamental problems of the
human condition.
Instead we study only what
we can measure, and I don't like that/ I
feel that a real scientist tackles the problems that are most significant in his area of
interest.
We may have to crawl before we can
walk.
We may have to close naturalistic study
before we can begin to do more empirical studies.
’

(p.

54)

In order to respect and in no way deceive students in-

volved in this study

I

created self-report measurements that

would allow myself and other investigators to understand
their thoughts, feelings and behavior from their own point
of view.

As in the pilot study,

I

asked students from the

onset to consider themselves as a team of researchers assisting me in defining how they are able to learn within the

group

.

This was possible for the measurements employed

centered on individual learning.
The objective of these measurements was to attain

a

clear reading on whether or not organic training rostered
the development of the personal qualities necessary for

effective counseling.

1

was referring, as you know, to

authenticity
empathic understanding, respect or positive regard,
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and the human characteristics of the student.

As stated

in the previous section, counselor's
beliefs and values

are the roots, the foundation of the therapeutic
system

they employed.

decided then, to focus on the values

I

the student had come to appreciate through our fifteen
*

week experience.

A device was needed that would honor and

respect students, allow them to respond in

a free,

non-

programmed manner and one that would serve as an educational
tool for both trainees and instructors.
It seemed logical that one manner of respecting stu-

dents would be to compose a means of evaluation based on

their class and journal contributions.

Trainees would, in

effect, be the authors of this instrument and it would in-

deed be an organic measurement.

It would be created from

the internal view of the student, instead of from the

peripheral standpoint of the researcher.
This device emerged by weekly recording those issues
that consistently troubled and concerned students-in-training.

I

carefully read and re-read journal entries, and

I

paid close attention to discussion topics that surfaced
during class time.

As I helped students reach a degree of

clarity and awareness in relation to these interesting themes,
students'
it became evident that through this process the

value system was being illuminated.

As trainees clarified

energizing issues,
their personal stance in relation to these
counseling process.
they became aware of what they prized in the
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At the conclusion of the semester,
to respond to

a.

I

asked students

summation of these themes, and also to

inform me through their writting how our time together
influenced tne nature of their replies

.

This event allowed

trainees to further clarify their system of counseling and

revealed the values they discovered through organic training.

I

have organized their responses categorically, in

relation to the core dimensions.

A copy of the survey it-

self and trainee replies are presented in the results section
of this chapter.
In addition to this measurement,

I

asked students to

devote one journal entry to the manner in which course

learning has occurred for them, and another entry detailing
the values they held in esteem as a result of course experi-

ences.

Sara Miller (1975) has accurately summarized the

benefits of journal writing.
There is much value in keeping a journal of
The act of writing helps us to
this sort.
formulate and clarify our thoughts, feelings
It increases the interand observations.
play between our more concrete and more abstract mental processes, enhancing the power
Also,
and the precision of our thinking.
to a
ourselves,
commit
writing helps us to
unfoldconscious
greater extent, to our own
We are taking a step beyond simply
men t
thinking something when we make the effort
Yet another function, and
to write it down.
cana most important one, is that, because we
Cuoose
not write down all our thoughts, we must
Thus we
the ones that are most important.
our sense
with,
touch
in
more
develop, and get
of
process
the
in
Furthermore,
of values.
we
writing,
clarifying our thoughts through
between
are obliged to consider and choose
.

.
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alternate points of view. We are thus less
likely to deceive and confuse ourselves by
holding contradictory views without being
aware of it. And, if we are in a position
of ambivalence or confusion, perhaps one of
the greatest functions of a Psychological
Journal is that, through a structured program of writing, we are frequently able to
define, work through and resolve our problem.
The writing of this process not only helps
to resolve the problem, but serves as well,
as a document which describes the manner in
which similar problems might be dealt with.
(p. 109-110)
Statements compiled from these two journals are also

contained in the results section, along with the identical

personal description rating scale used in the pilot study.
I

used the rating scale to again obtain a reading on the

possible discrepancy between intended behavior and actual
behavior.

If I am attempting to develop the human charac-

teristics of the student-counselor, then

I

must be an

instructor who communicates humanness to his students
The methods employed to measure the worth of organic

training were unconventional and were created for this

particular situation.

These instruments allowed us to

enter the internal world of the student without intruding
or imposing upon this inviolable territory.

°ome training,

teach
systems have focused on the use of technique to

individuals to communicate personally.

Organic training

therefore it was
focuses on the person, his/her inner world;
and respect
essential to develop methods that could contact

the inner world simultaneously.

The journals and the

respond in their
survey allowed trainees to explore and
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own unique manner, and they provided
students with tools
that could be utilized to assess
future experiences.

will close this section with a relative
comment by
Welch and Rodwick (1973) regarding successful
scientists.
I

They must be men of courage who are willing
'
to study the difficult, not men who are
proficient in technique but have no
vision and who study less and less important
things with more and more skill.
They must
be men who realize the scientific method is
more than five steps, but a systematic, honest
and creative frame of mind sometimes allowing
the method to be created by the demands of
the study instead of allowing the study to
become ineffective by use of a particular
method.
109)
(p
.

.

.
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Results

Student comments contained in section (A),
page 138,
were responses to a summary of issues that
arose organically
within the duration of the course. These issues
were
pre-

sented to students in survey form, and they responded
in
their own vernacular to questions they themselves engendered.

A copy of this survey in included on page 137.
I

constructed this measurment in order to remain in

harmony with my own pedagogical philosophy and integrity.
It was more organic for me as an instructor, rather than

as a researcher,

to ask trainees to respond to questions

they produced as a result of their own authentic experience.
The replies listed in section

(A)

are those that spoke

most directly to the facilitative conditions of empathy,
respect and genuineness.

These dimensions were isolated

for they are most central to my definition of effective

counseling
I

remind the reader that students were not asked directly

if they had come to value the facilitative conditions.

this were the case

I

believe their responses would have been

more direct in relation to these qualities.

Nevertheless

extracted the most related student comments, and

a

certain

amount of interpolation is necessary on the part or the

reader

If

I

.
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Counseling Techniques
Psych. 550

Fall 1974

Listed below are issues that have concerned you and
issues you worked on during the semester.

I

would like to

know how our time together influenced your thinking and
actions regarding these topics.
1)

Self -exploration in relation to the development
of the counselor.

2)

Complete honesty with the client.

3)

The acquisition of therapeutic skills

4)

Limitations of the counselor.

5)

Personal involvement with the client.

6)

Necessary elements of the counseling process.

7)

The personality of the counselor.

8)

The relationship between facilitating awareness
and behavioral change.

9)

Responsibilities of the counselor and of the client.

-

.

138
(A)

The following quotations were collected from
the

lesponses of fourteen students completing the survey
featured on page 137

.

The number after each comment des-

ignates the survey statement the student was responding
to

Verbatim statements pertaining to
congruence-realness

.

Rogers

'

g enuineness or

(1974) Definition -

I am in the relationship with my client without
being phony or defensive... not only are my
feelings and experiences available to me, but
I am able to live and be these feelings in the
relationship,
I am in direct personal encounter
with my client, meeting with him on a person-to1 am being myself, not denying
person basis.
226-227)
myself.
(p
.

Person A

-

I

want to be completely honest with myself

in the presence of the client... (2) for me it's important
to express myself (feelings,

client... (9)

fantasies, behaviors) to the

can only see self-honesty as the essential

I

part of the personality of the counselor.

Person

B

-

Honesty with the client is the one most

important ingredient

honesty ...

(2)

(7)

... (2)

growth only takes place within

you must develop your own skills in order to

be a counselor that is real and part of himself.

Person

C

-

.

.

(3)

Without a basic honesty between client and

therapist, the relationship is almost invalid.

Both should

must be sincerity
also be committed to the relationship-there

and trust between the two.

Person D

-

(9)

franu
Unless a counselor is honest, open and

toward a goal with a client
to the point where he is heading
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a session could prove ineffective.

It is essential to be

honest, otherwise the client may attempt
to pad the real
problem or skirt the edges. (2)

Person E

-

The counselor must be himself, no matter

what that may be as long as he is genuine and
doesn't get
hung-up in an image or game-playing role. He must be

honest,

aware and trusting.

Person F
I

-

I

(7)

must be myself, when

am (whatever that is) for

would

I

want to)

Person G

-

.

I

I

am counseling, what

could never be anyone else (nor

(2)

Honesty with the client-I am now more aware-

is extremely important ... (2) A counselor ought to be open,

sensitive, feeling and forward looking.

Person H

-

I

feel that

I

(7)

would always want to have the

most complete, honest relationship with a client...

(2)

each

counselor is unique and he should be open and honest with
the client and receptive to the client... (7) he is responsible
to himself to be honest.

Person
and

I

I

-

I

(9)

realized that

I

must be honest with myself

must demonstrate these feelings to the client...

(1)

I

believe in an honest, realistic approach, showing the client

negative and positive points of view.
Person J

-

(2)

This course has reinforced my feeling that

above all the counselor should be honest and truthful and must

develop a feeling of trust with the client for
tion.

..

(2)

I

a

healthy situa-

a
feel the truth should always prevail, but in

supportive constructive manner.

(3)
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Person K

In order to be effective the counselor
must

-

be in touch with his own feelings and aware of
his limita-

tions ... (9)

I

have always thought that honesty is important

but must be handled very carefully with a client; the
client

must trust the counselor.

(2)

Person L

-

I

counseling if

I

am aware of my own expectations of the situa-

have better control of myself when I’m

tion and my role in it.

can be myself, not someone else's

I

idea of what a counselor should be.

counselor second.

.

.

(1)

I

am a person first, a

A counselor should be honest enough

to realize his own needs and that of the client's, and be

able to admit to the patient when he feels he can't help
this particular client... (2) I have learned to have more

faith in my own feelings and hunches and not try to be or
sound like everyone else...

Person M

I

-

(9)

certainly want to be honest in the sense

of being open and transparent, but

I

am not comfortable with

the thought of sharing without exception my professional

insights- since they are at first tentative and even speculative and may be too heavy for the counselee to deal with at
that point in time... (2)

Person N

The most important thing in counseling is to

-

let the person know who

anyone else,
watched.

..

(6)

they fit me.

I

am.

.

.

(2)

I

am not a carbon copy o

cannot copy any of the professionals we have

I

I

(6)

may use a mixture of their techniques if
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positive reg ard-caring.

Rogers'

(1975) Definition -

Th e therapeutic process is enhanced when
the
therapist both experiences and communicates
to
his client a deep and genuine caring for
him as
a person with many constructive
potentialities.
When this caring is uncontaminated by evaulations
and judgements of the client’s thoughts, feelings, or behavior, when he does not accept some
feelings and disapprove or others, it deserves
the expression, 'unconditional positive regard'
&
(p. 229-230)

Person A

-

I

need to know if putting out my honest experi-

ence is going to be helpful to the client...

(2)

it's also im-

portant for me to know when I'm into something that requires
greater expertise

... (3)

I

think it is necessary to support

and appreciate the client and encourage self-reliance and

support from inside.

Person B

-

(6)

You should not impose your personality on the

client... (2) everything the client brings to the situation is
as important as everything you (the counselor) brings into
it.

(6)

Person C

-

Important elements of the counseling process

are the counselor's ability to care and the desire to help or
be helped.

(6)

Person D

-

The counselor should be caring to the client,

and willing to devote his energies -willing to give support
and understanding

Person E

-

I

... (5)

would never lie to a client, but

I

may re-

be irrefrain from telling him something that might prove to
limited
pairably damaging at the time... (2) the counselor is
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in the sense that he can never really
hope to change anyone
(that’s the client's job). (8)

Person

j; -

It's necessary to be able to accept the

person as he is for himself and let him know it be
being
encouraging.

By giving him confidence in himself, letting

him know that

I

have confidence in him, and that he has the

capacity to solve his problems and therefore grow as
of the process.

Person G

a

result

(6)

-

The counselor can only bring about awareness,

suggest possible ways of going and encourage and support the
client along the way...

(9)

my values can't help but influence

my client but certainly they should not shut out another's
ways or be imposed upon another person.

Person H

-

(2)

The counselor should be aware of his prejudices

and biases and what he is willing and not willing to do.

If

he is aware that he cannot help the client he should refer

him to someone else.

.

.(3)

he should not lay his problems on

He should be able to confront the client but

the client.

not be manipulative or demanding.

Person

I

-

(7)

The counselor must be realistic and

who really wants to help another person.
more,
I

conscious of these feelings toward

In my work
a client,

person

a

am now

I

and

I

believe

have become mere helpful by demonstrating tnese feelings

Perso n J

-

... (7)

The opening or beginning of a session is facili-

tated by warmth and friendship

... (6)

the client should think

or friend.
of the counselor as a helpful individual

(5)
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~-rs0n K

The counselor must always be
realistic with
the client, and not give-up on a client...
(9) the client
must be able to feel that he will not be judged...
"

(6)

counselor must have respect for the client...

Person L
reactions

,

he must be

(6)

willing to give his time, interest and support.

the

(5)

The counselor should be aware of his own

-

should not let himself give value judgements

should respect the client's ability to make decisions
he should be honest and concerned for the client.

Person M

-

,

he

... (6)

(6)

The counselor should define the area in which

he will work and the limits of the counseling process

... (4)

unless he has the background the counselor should not administer tests, since this could raise serious questions and
the counselee would find this pretty threatening.
P erson N

-

I

(4)

believe the client has the answer to his

difficulties within himself, as a counselor

I

sort out his

feelings and try to clear the way so that he can make his
own personal decisions

... (4)

I

do not believe in judging what

the client says for it stops open communication.

(9)

V e r b a im statements pertaining to empathic understanding
t.

Rogers

1

(1975) Def inition -

In the moment -to -moment encounter of_ psychotherapy
the ’work’ of the therapist is his ability, accurately
and sensitively, to understand the experiences and
feelings of the client and the meanings they have
here
it is an immediate sensitivity in the
for him.
private
of
and now, sensing the client's inner universe
personal meaning 'as if' it were the therapist s own,
(P
but without ever losing the 'as if' quality.
.

.

•

.

Person A

-

It is neces sary to listen exouisitely
to

verbal and non-verbal communication and to
understand basic
human needs and how they are being met by the
client.
(6)

Person B

-

Let yourself become a client and explore

yourself so you can see the process your clients will
go
through.

..

(1)

you must be sure that you know yourself and

go through the

pain

of growth in order to understand.

.

.

(1)

when you know yourself you are better able to understand
other people.

Person
is needed.

.

C
.

(1)
-

(1)

Insight into yourself and into another person
the counselor must be flexible enough to answer

the needs of his client... (6) in order for change to be posi-

tive or beneficial, one has to cause the client to gain a

certain measure of insight into his life.

Person D

-

(8)

A counselor must be attentive and patient,

giving, understanding, in addition to being a good listener
in order to nick up what the client may really be trying to

tell him.

He should be able to relate to the client and

feeling as well, as empathy.

Person E
5.n

-

shox*7

(7)

The counselor is responsible to the client

the sense that he must try, as best he can, to facilitate

the client's awareness of who he is and what he has the power
to do for himself.

Person F

-

I

(9)

like the idea of sharing similar personal

alone
experiences with the client so he will feel he is not
as others,

including his counselor, have gone through similar

.
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situations.

this also lets him know that

.. (5)

stand what's going on inside of him.

.

is not an easy thing to do-to be him,

feel what he is feeling, when
self.

I

But it is only then that

.

(5)

I

I

really under-

realize that this

to live in his world,

haven’t gone through it myI

can really understand him.

(5)

Person G

-

It is necessary that I know myself thoroughly

and get to know the counselee thoroughly.

Be sure of my values

so that I can help another person know more about his values
(

6)

Person H

*•

.

.

.by facilitating awareness the person becomes

in tune to deeper processes of his self.

He becomes aware of

finer and finer nuances of his personality and inner self...
(8)

the client's problem must be laid bare with both the

counselor and client realizing all the ramifications of

Person

I

-

it.

(9)

The counselor must be sensitive, empathic and
The counselor should not make any decisions

understanding.

for the client, he should know when to start and when to

terminate the process
and the situation.

... (6)

The important element is to be able to

listen to the client...

Person J

-

counseling depends upon the client

(6)

In our time together

I

have seen the importance

of listening and being supportive of the client...

counselor's empathy is necessary to reach closure

(3)

the

... (6)

with-

a behavior
out the client's awareness of 'why' he is changing

person.
we are just training or programming the

(8)
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Person K

-

The counselor must be willing to listen
with

understanding, to heip the client become aware of his
fe^lings-and encourage the client to discuss these feelings

... (9)

the counselor must be sure that he understands what the
coun-

selor is saying-he must be aware of non-verbal messages.

Person L

-

(6)

The counselor's responsibilities are also part

of his value system, my responsibilities are not clearly de-

cided upon in my mind but it is obvious that

I

must be sup-

portive, flexible and involved with the client...

Person M

-

I

am especially certain that

I

(9)

would prefer

to effect a change in the client by means of facilitating

awareness

... (8)

it is important for the counselor to con-

tinually make an effort toward facilitating self-knowledge.
(

8)

Person N

-

When you are listening to the client, you

must be aware of what he is saying and feeling and not let
your own feelings interfere with the process

... (4)

you

must listen to the information the person is giving you, but
you must be able to break through the information and see

what the person is really like.

(6)

...you must help the

decisions
client understand his own values so that he can make

based on personal values.
(B)

(9)

selected from
The following verbatim statements have been

those values the stua journal entry devoted to identifying

experiences. This entry
dent has come to prize through course
our thirteenth meeting
was completed by fifteen students before
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P erson A

caring

,

-

value a genuine interest in people,
empathy,

I

the ability to listen, the ability to avoid
value

judgements

,

the ability to 'sublimate' one's own thoughts,

feelings and needs if in conflict with those of the client.
I

believe in a positive approach, direction in the sense of

offering hope along with empathy and
author a workable

,

positive plan; and

willingness to co-

a
I

believe that many

problems can be solved or at least made bearable and that

behavior can be changed.
Person B

-

I

value a sincere interest in the client.

There has to be an atmosphere of warmth and concern for the
client as he is now... openness is very important, it will
help no one in the counseling setting if one or both of the
A facade will do nothing to

persons is wearing a mask.

foster openness... the prime value of counseling, at least
for me, is to be myself.

ease when

I

I

can only function well and at

do and act like myself; this can only help to

set up a warm relationship...

There must be trust and under-

standing in order to promote growth for the client and counselor

.

Person C

-

I

believe in allowing the client to see that

he/she has the answers for themselves, not me...

I

value stay

anger and
ing in tune with myself and putting out my jov,
self-disconfusion... prizing and cherishing the client...

closure by the counselor is

a must.
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Person D

-

personally feel that

1

,

as a counselor

of

,

most importance to me is the ability to facilitate awareness...

I

have found that

myself when

I

I

am in greatest conflict with

am 'out of touch' and unaware to a great degree

of the reality of the situation... among my personal, pro-

fessional values are honesty, openness and attention

kind of active awareness)

.

Empathy is fine and often makes

things easier but it is not always possible.

believe is something

I

can do without.

Sympathy,

but don't feel sorry for me.

I

I

Be aware of where

and try to understand who or what

'I'm coming from'

(a

I

am,

find sympathy, at least from

my life, as an excuse, an avoidance and it only stiff les
the growth process.

Person E

-

I

value being soft, warm, gentle, very sup-

portive, accepting and full of expression.

Person F

-

If nothing else has been taught to me it's

the fact that every situation and each individual is unique.
It has been said many times by Arthur

ent, unique in our own way.

,

each of us is differ-

If we are to be effective as a

as
counselor it is necessary that we handle the situation

bemg my
ourselves and not as Carl Rogers as Fritz Peris...
I m
counseling.
self is the most important thing for me

m

techniques that
comfortable with bits and pieces of other
I

can handle in my own style of counseling.

Person G

-

I

value and hopefully

I

am, real,

genuine,

empathic, supportive
gentle, transparent, warm, understanding,

and caring.

.
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?.fi

rson H

~

view counseling as something that

1

totally academic and learned.

To a degree

I

are somewhat inborn- intuitive in nature -which

is not

feel the qualities
,

through academic

training these qualities are brought to the forefront and
taught to be implemented... a counselor must be patient,
alert, observant and attentive, understanding, feeling, caring,

giving and able to relate to the client.
Person

I

-

I

believe each client should be handled as

a

unique being, the counselor should respect the person and
attempt to establish an honest relationship with this person.

From this relationship the unfolding of the client's problem,
as well as possible alternatives for change should become

apparent

Person J

-

I

value the ability to communicate and to be

able to develop trust within our relationship.

I

value my

concern tor other peoples feelings and my ability to listen
clearly and patiently.

and

I

believe in disclosing myself to the client

Person K

-

I

believe

I

must be able to accept the person as he

Person L

—

1

is.

value sincerity, honesty and estab lishing

rapport with the client...

I

believe we need to clariiy

t-he

fully aware
client's values, find out his goal and make him

toward a resolution.
of his dilemma... we should work together
supportive, but
Person M - I value being kind, loving and
The counselor,
for the client.
I can't have all the answers
'do it all
no matter how hard he tries, can't

for

hit>

cl_ent.

.
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All

I

can try to do is help the client resolve his
problem

in the way that: is best for him.

Person N

The counselor should be able to relate to

-

a client and make the client feel and realize that to him

(the counselor) he is the most important person, and then

try to facilitate and direct a client to an understanding

and control of his difficulties.

Person 0

-

believe it is important for

I

a

counselor

to value himself and not model other therapists...

I

believe

that people can and are usually motivated to grow in a posi-

tive way.

(C.)

The following auotations are representative statements

selected from fourteen individuals who devoted

a journal entry

to the manner in which course learning occurred for them.

This entry was completed by students before our twelfth class

meeting
Person A

-

The most important influence on my learning

is your presence.

It is your combined presence that holds

the class together, sets the tone, and acts as a catalyst
to facilitate learning.

Your expertise is obvious without

as
being patronizing and your role comes across as friend
humanistic
well as teacher. There is no hypocrisy in your

approach, and that is a rare cuality indeed.

Person B

-

I

learn best through the support and encourage-

ment Barbara and Arthur have given me.

I

find class presen-

they allow me
tations and discussions to be helpful in that

.
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to be exposed to other viewpoints.

The most rewarding

j-earning for me was being a client in a small
group.
1

have some idea of what it is like for someone with

Now
a

real problem to gather the courage to come to another and

how confusing and awkward it

is to open yourself u^ to

others

Person C
If

I

-

1

learn best by the models

had seen more good teachers

for teaching.

I

I

am exposed to.

would have been prepared

Almost nothing I learned in college prepared

me for the classroom.

If I had seen good parents

I

would

have been better prepared for motherhood, nothing

I

read

helped.

Person D

-

One of the major changes, for me, in this

course has been the growing appreciation of the fact that

good instructors dn care and will modify their courses to

meet reasonable student expectations.

Person E

offered

I

-

I’ve learned that in order to take what is

must first become aware of what

I

already possess

and build on those assets from within.

Perso n F

-

I

can't say what particular things I've learn-

me
ed excepf that the entire experience so far has brought

closer to myself and better in touch with

who

I

am

in

with my
relation to others, and more aware of how to deal
own frustrations and I've realized

not that different from myself.

that,

other people. ar_

.
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£g-rson

G

"

1

have found it extremely valuable to
be

able to vocalize my thoughts.

through reading and lecture

Somehow

I

I

often find that

have gained many facts and

much information which just seems to swim aimlessly in
my
mind forming no structure and having no concrete base on
which to build and expand upon.

By vocalizing these thoughts

and having others within a group setting comment on them it

helps to stabilize any doubts or discard any seemingly in-

effectual situations.

Person H

-

I've learned most in this course by being

able to examine my inner feelings about being a counselor.

This class really reinforced and cleared some concepts that
I

had about counseling.

I

believe this course helped me to

develop a keen understanding of counseling methods and tech-

niques that will be very fruitful in my future endeavors.

Person

I

-

I’ve really learned and experienced a great

deal from the small group sessions.

Arthur and Jim really

make me turn into and become very aware of myself.

I

really

have become more aware of Arthur during these sessions and
have come to realize that

I

enjoy and value his leadership,

knowledge and personal warmth he has to offer
Person J
ing.

I

-

Class members themselves facilitate my learn-

enjoy the age mixture, the variety of backgrounds,

goals and personal styles.

This combination creates a

of the class
stimulating atmosphere and the positive approach
is conducive to learning.
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Person K

If there is one thing

-

this class so far,

I

have learned in

I

believe it is that

I

no less perfect than anyone else and that

am no more and
I

as a counselor

(if 1 ever make it) will never have the power to heal any

individual

,

as I believe no one can give me the cure for

all my problems.

In the end, it is I who is responsible

for my well-being and each and every individual can do
for himself what no one else can do for him.

I

,

as a coun-

selor, can only hold the mirror.

Person L

when

I

-

I

have learned the most in class sessions

have participated in a counseling triad.

helpful for me to be able to see how
tion.

I

It was very

react in such a situa-

Even as an observer to a counseling session,

I

can

gain a great deal by watching my classmates.

Person M

-

The best way I'm learning in the course is

through the joint process of learning theories of counseling
by reading, films and class discussion, and by practicing

counseling with each other.

Person N

-

Probably the most soothing factor was that

of the
both Arthur and Barbara made themselves seem a part

from the
class almost as if they x^ere going to be learning

events which would take place in class.

--

(D)

Pe rsonal_ Descrlpti on

was anonymously appraised by
fourteen students and
mean ratings, rounded off to
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I

le

the first digit, are
pro-

sented below.

Comfortable with others-

-4-

Genuine-

4-

7

Uncomfortable with otherArtificial

Lenient

4-

7

Strict

Shows Feelings
Accepts Suggestions-

7

3

4-

5

6

7

3

4

5

6

7

Responsible-

^

5

6

7

Enthusiastic-

3

4

5

6

7

-3

4

5

6

7

Uninf luential

Z
2J-

~\y

Inf luential-

Hid es Feelings
Rejects Suggestions

Irresponsible
Unen thus ias tic

Relaxed-

-{2)

3

4

5

6

7

Tense

Sincere-

-2- --3

4

5

6

7

-2~&--4

Insincere

5

6

7

Demanding

4

5

6

7

Reserved

-3

4

5

6

7

Unsympathetic

2)

3

4

5

6

7

Rejects Help

Reliable- -- 1 -- 1)
Active- -- 1 -- “(2)

3

4

5

6

7

Unreliable

3

4

5

6

7

Passive

Maladjusted

Un deman ding -- 1 --

Outspoken- -- 1 -- ~ 2 - - -( 3)

Sympathetic- -- 1 --

Accepts Help-

- -1

--

Well Adjusted- -- 1 --

^

3

4

5

6

7

Demons tr at ive-

2/

3

4

5

6

7

-2

3

4

5

6

7

Destructive

-(2)

3

4

5

6

7

Careless

Competent-

-2

3

4

5

6

7

Incompetent

Involved-

-2

3

4

5

6

7

Uninvolved

4

5

6

7

Anxious

-4

5

6

7

Evasive

Cons tructive-

Thorough-

Unworried-

—
—

---Undemonstrative

Frank and Open-

2V - - 3

Considerate-

--3

4

5

6

7

Inconsiderate

Accomoaating-

-3

4

5

6

7

Stubborn

Dependable-

--O- -3

In formed

Interes ted-

i

_2

Undependable

4- --5

6 - ---7

.3

4

5

6

7

Uninformed

3

4

5

6

7

Unconcerned

.3

4

5

6

7

Pessimistic

4- --(5)

6

7

Nondirective

4

6

7

Sad

Optimis tic-

-1-

Directive-

-1-

__2

3

Happy-

-1-

--2

0

5

s
*This rating scale was adapted from Hawley and Hawley
A Handbook of Personal Growth Activities for Classroom Use
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Evaluation
I

believe the reader will agree, after reviewing the

results section, that students have come to value genuineness, respect, empathic understanding and humanness in the

counseling relationship.

Numerous quotations throughout

the previous section refer to the necessity and value of
the core dimensions

One element worth noting is the fact

.

that students were not conditioned or programmed to respond
in terms of the facilitative conditions.

They were replying

in their own language to issues they themselves engendered.

They chose to focus on themes that did reflect concern for
’’the

person" of the counselor.

His or her personality,

responsibilities, personal involvement, self -exploration
and limitations were explored.
Some phrases, included in the previous section, do not

contain the words genuineness, respect and empathic understanding.

However,

I

ask the reader to keep in mind that

student, and
these comments mirror the vernacular of each
or to behaviors asdo refer to the behaviors in question,
For instance
sociated or related to the necessary conditions.

facilitating awareness
statements referring to honesty and
empathic understanding
are included in the genuine and
relate authentically
categories respectively. One cannot
through facilitating a.jaicwithout communicating honesty; and
with Rogers’ definition
ness the counselor, in accordance
experisensitive to the client’s
of empathy, is able to be
here and now.
ences and feelings in the

,

.

Even though the evaluation devices used in
this study
do not render a measure of proof in terms of training

out-

come,

I

have faith in the validity of student comments

(also as

I

read their responses they were true of the stu-

dents as

I

knew them)
%

It is interesting to note that comments taken from

journal entries seemed to be stronger statements in regard
to the facilitative conditions than the comments from the

survey.

This may be an indication that data is more potent

when found in its natural state, i.e., journal, than when
the researcher intentionally attempts to find it.
In order to assess the personal description ratings we

may have to make allowances for an inadequacy of the device.
The construction of the instrument is such that all but one
of the positive classifications is located to the left, thus
a response bias

may be present.

With this shortcoming in

mind, the ratings indicate that student's perceived me as

being very sincere, genuine, non-directive and not demanding
or strict.

Yet they also regarded me as influential, demon-

strative, very involved, very constructive and very competent.
the communAs we have seen, trainees have come to value

ication of humanness in the counse.li.ng relationship.
have also indicated that

I

They

communicate my humannes s -genuine

according to
sincere, shows feelings, frank and open-thus
students learned fiom
this instrument it can be inferred that

my behavior (influential)

,

even though

I

did not impose my

non- demanding)
way upon them (non-directive and

.
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It is not my intention to praise my
own characteristics

at this point, but rather to establish
the necessity for

congruent behavior on the part of any
counselor-educator.

.
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CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Flexibility, and ability to change and
learn new things, is a valuable skill.
People who have learned how to learn,
can learn outside of school.
That is
where most of us have learned to do
what we do, not in school. Learning
to learn is one of the highest liberal
skills.
Skills that are always in demand
are those of a mind trained to think
and imagine and express itself.
Robert A. Goldwin
Educational Consultant to President Ford.

Introduction
The reader has journeyed through the process by which
I

developed and implemented organic training.

Now it is

time to reflect on the significance of the entire procedure.
I

will begin this chapter with summary comments regard-

ing the measuring devices utilized in this study.

I

will

proceed to specify course limitations and then detail recom-

mendations for course improvement.
In the concluding sections of the chapter

I

will speculate

on the future direction of counselor education as well as

discuss the general findings of the study.
Summary
the growth
The aim of organic development was to enhance

students-in-counseung
of the "necessary conditions" within
from student s
Measuring devices were organically composed

.
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class experience, and were used to evaluate training
outcome.

The resulting data indicated that students’ did come

to value the "necessary conditions" and the beliefs of
the

counselor are considered to be of utmost significance.
The counselor can be a powerful instrument
in helping an individual to move and change,
and movement and change usually imply change
in values.
The values of the counselor, then,
as one who has potentially such a powerful
effect on the lives of others are obviously
of critical importance.
,

Arbuckle

,

1974:176.

However, it now seems that there may have been a more

accurate means of isolating the effects of the training designon student values.

I

might have utilized journal entries

intermittently to obtain a reading on trainee beliefs at
different times in the semester.

For instance, students

could be asked to report their image of the ideal counselor
in our first class meeting.

Every third week they could be

asked to continue to describe this image, in addition to

noting how course experiences have effected their position.
to
An organic measure of this sort would allow instructors

core
examine whether or not student values approached the

dimensions as the fifteen week semester progressed.
as in
Of course, one could never isolate variables
a

of control oe
laboratory situation, nor would this type

desirable

Assuming that such tight control can beheld
are
exerted, and extraneous variables
resu
which
in check, then the findings
the
will not even be generalizable to
t.

-
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school or program at hand for in a school
or program in the real educational world,
these so called extraneous variables operate
freely.
It is important therefore to know
how programs operate under real world conditions and not under the carefully controlled conditions of a laboratory situation.
Benedict, 1973:3.
In any event to conclusively establish the worth of
an

organic methodology it would be essential to conduct followup studies wiLh students who had completed a graduate program

based on the organic process.

As Matarazzo (1971:896) has

stated, "the real proof of the pudding is not simply whether

students' behaviors come to resemble more closely those which
the supervisor believes to be therapeutic, but whether the

student's patients or clients do, in fact, improve".

We

know that the core dimensions contribute to effective counseling, and we can say with assurance that the trainees in
this study value these dimensions

.

However the extent to

which these values will correlate with facilitative behaviors
and ultimately client benefit is uncertain at this time.

Course Limitations

Although peer support was forthcoming as a result of the
first block of sessions in "Counseling Techniques", it seems
from the cor
that an intensive initial group experience away
have enhanced
fines of the traditional classroom setting would

group communication.

time
It is not certain that a different

would
schedule and more comfortable physical surroundings

.
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lessen group anxiety and defensiveness,
but it appears from
student comments to be worthy of much
consideration.
Due to the nature of the triadic
procedure-counselor,
client, observer-used in course counseling
sessions it seems
that students would have also benefited from the
presence
of additional facilitators.

Trainees appreciated the feedback rendered by the instructors, and expressed dissatisfaction with their limited acces-

sibility during counseling sessions.

It was impossible for

two instructors to participate wholeheartedly in every triad

during the one hour allotted to this activity.

Recommendations for Course Improvement
The following recommendations for course improvements
are a summary of comments gathered from journal entries.
1.

Divide the course into sub-sections according to

specific counseling areas, e.g. elementary school counseling,

secondary school counseling, mental health settings.
2

.

Provide more opportunities for students to work with

"real" clients

,

rather than participating in role-playing

sessions
3.

Provide more opportunities for students to receive

class
individual feedback from facilitators, especially during

counseling sessions.
4.

Longer counseling sessions, more time to practice

counseling and more time to observe others.

.

.

1.62

5.

Smaller discussion groups.

6.

Group counseling sessions for students to
supplement

weekly course meeting.
In general.

,

tliese

suggestions seem to reflect a desire

for more individual attention and more course time.

One

remedy might be to extend "Counseling Techniques" into a
two semester experience.

This would allow instructors to

adapt the second half of the course according to the expressed

needs of students

.

In all probability the support and trust

evident among group members would continue to grow and pro-

vide additional assurance for trainees during the second
This nurturing atmosphere might encourage students

semester.

to discuss their own lives instead of role-playing when

personifying the client.

Students could also be referred

to various counseling agencies as volunteer workers if they

desired additional contact with real counseling situations.

Counselor education programs usually provide courses
in specialized areas of the helping professions, and as
a rule offer group experiences for students such as sensi-

tivity training and growth groups.

It is thus not consid-

to
ered within the domain of a beginning training course

provide these experiences
my ability
In addition to these suggested improvements,

enriched through the
as a facilitator has been improved and

feedback

I

Techniques"

of
received during and at the conclusion

Counseling

.

,

^
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Future Direction
The reader by now has become familiar with the present
state of counselor education.

The need for new methodologies

that enhance the development of the facilitative conditions

has begun to be recognized.

Yet professionals have not, by

and large, directed their attention to the problem of training students to communicate personally in formal graduate

programs

Professionally we have not yet faced up to
all the implications of the assumption we
are now making that certain personal qualities
are more fundamental than anything else to
success in counseling. How can we keep the
competitive, stressful aspects of work for
graduate degrees from interfering with the
development of these essential counseling
attitudes? What shall we do with the student
who shows a great deal of interpersonal skill
but does only mediocre course work? What
about the opposite-the brilliant student who
has no difficulty in obtaining a doctor's
degree in clinical or counseling pshcyology
even though he is deficient in the basic
interpersonal skills?
Tyler, 1974:58.
our
The ideal answer to these questions is to revamp

could begin
graduate programs throughout the country so we

contribute to
afresh teaching what studies have found to
nonessential
successful counseling, instead of teaching
or detrimental
concepts that appear to have meaningless

consequences upon clients.

historically slow, and
quite some time,

I

a

Since educational change is

complete overhaul is unlikely

propose that counselor educatm
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allow trainees to begin tbeir education in

a

course similar

in purpose to the experience described in Chapter V.
In order to offer an experience of this nature to stu-

dents, faculty members would be needed who exemplify the

core dimensions and who believe in the organic process themselves.

I

imagine the possibilities for the format of this

course would be endless, depending upon the creativity and

particular biases of the instructors.
I

have learned through the process of composing this

dissertation that the polarity of the profession is not
the didactic versus the experiential mode of teaching.

I

have encountered "experiential" modalities that were used
in manners that were not organic.

The real polarity

I

am

accentuating is the mechanistic or imposed versus the organic.
The issue then, is not the didactic versus the experiential

method, but whether the didactic or experiential method is

mechanistic, imposed or truly organic.
The three training methodologies previously critiqued

could not be categorized as organic or imposed.

Their clas-

of
sification would depend on the intentions and capacities

the instructor using them.
by cultisuggest then, that educators begin training
using whatvating the organic development of the student,
The design l
ever mode of teaching they deem appropriate.
teaching and was
utilized was suitable to my own style of
I view
experiential process.
derived from the sum total of my
I

crucial to my .utcre
this process as on-going and

an educator.
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Discussion
The results of the study at Southern Connecticut State

College confirm my initial contention that the core dimensions
can be cultivated through an organic process, augmented by
a supportive environment and reflexively coherent facilita-

tors.

This organic procedure, along with the three methods

critiqued in Chapter IV, employs an experiential format to
center training on the experience of the student.

A consid-

erable body of research validates the postulation that experiential. training is an effective and needed means of educating

counselors and psychotherapists.

Experiential is defined by Webster as that which
"derived from experience".

is

The methods assessed in Chapter IV

focus on teaching assertions derived from the experiences of

instructors, whereas organic development allows students-in-

training to derive their own formulations from course and
life experiences

.

We have seen that when the core dimensions

are taught through external processes by reflexively incoherent

instructors, the end result is contrived student behavior.

However, when the internal world of the student is held

m

conditions in
high esteem and allowed expression, we find the

question do evolve and in a quite natui al manner.
detailed
Learning required behaviors and following the

comfortable and
instructions of the authorities is often more
one's own course reless threatening than striving to define
have used their
However, the irony is that those who
action.

e

,
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own inner resources to discover their own pathway
are more
likely to help others do the same.

Authority can persuade the mind to think in
a particular direction.
But being guided to
think along certain lines, or in terms of a
foregone conclusion, is not to think at all;
it is merely to function like a human machine,
which breeds thoughtless discontent, bring- '
ing with it frustration and other miseries.
We are concerned with the total development
of each human being, helping him to realize
his own highest and fullest capacity-not some
fictitious capacity which the educator has
in view as a concept or an ideal.
J.
I

Krishnamurti

,

1970:9)

am certainly not implying that the role of counselor-

educators is minimal and that the students should be left
to wander until they stumble onto a suitable path.

rahter implying that as instructors, we need to

be.

I

am

sensitive,

congruent individuals who are capable of guiding trainees
through their own organic process.

We must attempt to see

the student's world as he/she sees it, just as the counselor

tries to view the internal world of the client.

We cannot:

impose the "shoulds" and "oughts" of our particular orientation upon students and expect them to emerge respecting the

client's uniqueness and inherent potentialities.

When instruc-

the.
tors disregard trainees' capabilities and originality,

transferred to the
is danger that this imposition will be

client

Intelligence comes into being only when you are
discover
free to question, free to think out and
very alert
so that your mind becomes very active,
Then you are a fully integrated indi
and clear.
Knowing
vidual-not a frightened entity who, not
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whcit to do,

inwardly feels one thing and
outwardly conforms to something different.
J.

Krishnamurti

1970:43.

,

Students -in -counseling need instructors who "own"
their
behavior as we ask the client to "own" his/her behavior.

They

need individuals who do not hide behind their techniques and
ideologies, but persons who teach organically as complete

human beings.

"Therapist growth is reflected in one's ability

to divorce oneself from a method or technique so that one has

to accept personal responsibility for one’s behavior."

(Arbuckle

,

They also need to be persons who do

1975:450).

not fear exposing their personal makeup to students, but rather

consider the human element as an integral component of their

counseling and teaching methodologies.

"Graduate students in

counseling have stressed the need for a more personal and
human relationship between staff and students, suggesting that
they should be experiencing what they are supposed to learn."
(Arbuckle, 1975:487).

In the organic process emphasis on

"the person" precedes the learning of techniques and theo-

retical formulations

.

It is this development from witnin

that allows the instructor, and in turn the student, to

assimilate the counseling style and theories of other men

without losing their own essence in the process.
and the natural
The teaching design described in Chapter V
of what
historical ordering of this dissertation are examples
I

have labeled as the organic process.

As you know,

I

use tne

of development which
word organic to refer to the initial stage
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places emphasis on "the person" in all his or her
uniqueness.
This entire thesis is an effort to convey the importance
of

the human element in counseling, and in the teaching of

counseling.

If indeed it is the human characteristics of

the person that are necessary to promote change, we can begin

our development as counselors or teachers by exploring those

aspects of our 'being' that make each of our lives rare and
precious.

It is humanness,

in all it glory,

that places us

above the machine and the computer once and for all.

In a

rapidly growing technological society we need to cherish and
cultivate our inherent talents, or give way to
devoid of individuality.

a

sterile world

We cannot forget that every theory,

technique and mechanical device was created by

a

human being,

and thus is an expression of mankind's ingenuity.
I

have shared myself and my developmental process in

this dissertation in order to clarify my own position as an

educator, and also to open a dialogue with you (the reader)
on the dimensions that determine effective counselor education.
I

hope

I

have invited a response of kindred spirits, a response

from whatever is kindred within you to my quest fox

a

fuller

understanding of the determinants of effective education.

,,

,

,
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